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Trustees ok $5 board increase 
ByBtch ■■■■■■ 
Staff Reporter 
The Board of Trustees, after lengthy 
discussion, approved yesterday a IB 
per quarter Increased in board fees. 
The increase it expected to produce 
a 117.110 surplus in the dining hall 
budget, thereby avoiding a deficit of 
$42,390 that had been projected. 
The fee hike will bring the coat of 
meal coupons from JIBS to $170 per 
quarter. 
Trustee Charles E. Shanklia opposed 
the fee hike, which is scheduled to take 
effect winter quarter. 
THE MORE Important problem.'' 
Shanklin said, "Is what we are 
charging students for food This board 
never sees the price list 
University President Hollis A. 
Moore Jr said students will not be able 
to buy more food with the higher fees 
Hike to combat rising food costs 
because the Increase will he absorbed 
by rising food costs. 
He added that the increase 
establishes a base income on which 
Food Services can operate. 
But Shanklin countered that "with a 
guaranteed Income, the University 
should be able to produce food cheaper 
than the guy across the street trying to 
make a profit." 
When asked about the effects of 
dormitory residents eating off<ampus 
more frequently. Vice President of 
Operations J. Claude Scheuerman said. 
"Apparently we are not at competitive 
as we would like to be with the 
outside." 
But Paul R Nusser, University 
treasurer and controller, said 99 per 
Format changes 
in concert plans 
By Maryiilello 
SUH Reporter 
Union Activities Organization IUAO) 
and Cultural Boost are planning 
concerts for winter quarter, but in 
view of the previous concerts held so 
far there will be format changes for 
future concerts. 
According to Dwight Greer. UAO 
director-at-large. and Edward Chima. 
Cultural Boost activities coordinator. 
administrative changes are the results 
of the Aerosmith concert held Oct. 14 
and the Dionne Warwlcke concert held 
la* Friday? 
"The Aerosmith concert brought in a 
lot of outside people because the ticket 
sales were open." Greer said. "But 
from now on tickets will be sold only to 
University students first and then, 
depending if the concert will result in a 
big loss, tickets may be open to the 
public." 
Chima said Cultural Boost will also 
limit its ticket sales to University 
students 
"This open promotion business 
stinks." Chima said. "A large problem 
with concerts has been because of the 
outside people attending them. But 
future concerts will just be promoted 
on campus in order to keep the 'little 
high-school kids out 
Chima said for future concerts he 
hopes to have the ticket sales far 
enough in advance so that a week or 
two before the concert Is scheduled, he 
can project the attendance and see how 
well it will'make out 
He said if tickets are not selling well 
at the University he will open them to 
other universities in the area. 
Both Greer and Chima said that by 
not having open-to-the-public concerts, 
they hope to eliminate the drug 
situation. 
"We found that most of the drugs 
came with the outside crowd," Greer 
said. 
Chima said, "In talking to Karma 
after the Aerosmith concert we found 
out that no University students had to 
be treated for drug overdoses 
"Two of the cases were Toledo 
University students." he continued, 
"but the majority of the cases were 
kids from the outside public In fact, I 
don't think most of them were even old 
enough to be in college '' 
He said at future concerts the drug 
problem will be "cut drastically" 
because of a "more mature crowd " 
Policemen at the concerts will not be 
increased, Greer and Chima said. Only 
two policemen will remain. Chima said 
they will mainly be there to "keep the 
bottles out." 
Both coordinators said money was 
the biggest problem when choosing a 
group for a concert. 
"The price of some groups presents 
a barrier in who we can get." Greer 
said 
"If we were to get someone like 
Elton John or Stevie Wonder, tickets 
would have to be Jio-ji2 because of the 
limited seating facilities we have." 
Chima said. 
Greer said UAO is trying to find a 
group that will appeal to every ethnic 
group on campus and "draw the 
majority of the students " 
"We don't pick a group because we 
want to see it, but because of the 
group's drawing ability." Greer said. 
He said Dionne Warwlcke was 
chosen because she appealed to blacks. 
whites and alumni. 
He added that during last spring 
quarter. UAO passed out polls asking 
students who they wanted for concert. 
Warwicke was rated high. He said the 
failure of the concert was due to' the 
lack of student enthusiasm. 
Chima said be has been trying to 
choose groups for future concerts, but 
he is having a difficult time wondering 
what kind of a "show" will attract at 
the University. 
Greer and Chima taid both 
organizatione are planning concerts for 
winter quarter, but they did not say 
who it would be. 
cot of 
being 
BOARD CHAIRMAN Aahel G. Bryan 
said an advantage of the food coupon 
system presently being used Is that It 
allows students to eat elsewhere and 
not be penalised financially for missing 
a meal on campus. 
At some state universities students 
pay a flat rate, which is calculated 
according to the number of meals 
served. Students who eat off-campus 
are therefore paying for meals which 
they do not eat. 
Trustee Anita S. Ward said the hike 
"ia a three per cent increase at a time 
when food costs this past year have 
increased II per cent.'' 
It was pointed out that board rates at 
the University remain lower than at 
other state universities, and that some 
schools are interested in the food 
coupon system used here. 
Had the increase not been approved, 
a summary of the dining hall budget 
shows that Income would have been 
$3,166,084 and expenditures would have 
been $3,208,474. a deficit of $42.3(0. 
WITH THE increase, income is 
expected to be $3,286,084 and 
expenditures $3,208,474. which would 
provide a $17,610 surplus. 
But Bryan warned that with 
inflation, surpluses might be exhausted 
and more increases may be necessary. 
He said the present hike would be 
PhetegfapFMrs coll it llneor perspective, but to iwe average 
person this worm's eye view of a University flagpole is just 
plain strange. (Newsphoto by Mkhoel G Orone) 
Government may face $13 billion deficit 
WASHINGTON (API-Inflation and 
economic decline are playing havoc 
with the administration's budget hopes 
for 1875 and 1*76, and some officials 
say a balanced budget in 1976 probably 
is now beyond reach. 
Unless there are cuts in 1975 
spending, the government faces a 1175 
budget deficit of at least $13 billion. 
instead of the $11.5 billion deficit 
projected In May, an administration 
source said. 
The Ford and Nixon administrations 
have made a reduced budget deficit in 
fiscal 1975 and a balanced budget in 
1976 a major part of their anti-inflation 
program, % 
THE LAST time the federal budget 
wasn't in deficit was ia 1*69. when it 
showed a surplus of $3.2 billion. 
Treasury Secretary William E. 
Simon and others have said the 
continuing federal deficits are a major 
cause of the nation's inflation. 
But inflation also has made the goal 
of balanced budgets more elusive, by 
forcing government costs upward. 
Meanwhile,   the current economic 
slowdown is threatening to slow down 
the growth of federal tax revenues. 
• 
"MY GUESS at the moment is that 
the revenue prospects for fiscal 1976 
make it difficult to assure a balanced 
budget for that year," said Sidney L 
Jones, a former White House 
economist who was recently appointed 
counselor to Simon. 
Jones said the government should 
concentrate on turning back pressures 
to increase federal spending. 
"There is a great risk of it getting 
out of hand." Jones said. 
INFORMED SOURCES at the Office 
of Management and Budget predict 
that President Ford and Simon will 
soon begin backing away from calling 
for a balanced federal budget next 
year. 
They note the government still 
favors balancing federal receipts and 
revenues next year, but "the price 
might be getting too costly," one 
source said. 
If the government should reduce 
federal spending to match lower 
receipts, it could aggravate the 
nation's economic decline and possibly 
result In cutbacks in programs which 
help the economically disadvantaged. 
But Simon has argued that deficit 
spending only adds to inflation by 
increasing demand for goods and 
services and requires the government 
to borrow money. 
adequate for whiter quarter and 
"hopefully for spring quarter." 
Shanklin suggested that the meal 
coupon system be studied and possibly 
revised. The Board agreed to work 
with Student Representative Michael 
R. Wilcox on such a study. 
After the meeting, the Board was to 
have lunch with officers of the Student 
Government Association (SGA) at the 
McDonald North cafeteria. 
Ward mentioned that the lunch would 
provide an opportunity to sample the 
quality of food students are paying for. 
In other action, the trustees 
approved a research planning council, 
to be appointed by the president, and a 
research and development manual. 
The council will administer policies 
described in the manual; coordinate 
and mediate between the separate 
University agencies involved ia 
research: deal with agencies outside 
the University that have research 
business in or with the University, aad 
assure that commitments are not 
made which the University cannot 
keep. 
Bowling Green ia requesting an 
easement from the University to help 
widen and pave First Street aad Install 
storm sewers along the street, along 
which University parking lots are 
located 
About $17,000 would be Involved In 
the easement. The trustees tabled the 
issue pending further study as to what 
benefits the University would derive 
from it. 
•To 
Nixon testimony 
may be delayed 
several months 
WASHINGTON (API-Richard M 
Nixon's lawyer informed U.S. District 
Judge John J. Sirica yesterday that it 
will be two or three months before the 
former president could testify at the 
Watergate cover-up trial without 
endangering his health. 
In an affidavit submitted to Sirica, 
Herbert J Miller Jr.. Nixon's lawyer, 
said that opinion was given to him 
Tuesday by Dr John C. Lungren. who 
has been treating Nixon for phlebitis 
Sirica said Nixon's testimony may 
have to be taken on videotape in 
California. 
Meanwhile, Sirica overruled defense 
objections to the playing of 26 White 
House tapes as part of the 
prosecution's case. 
He said sufficient foundation had 
been laid to authenticate the 
recordings. 
PROSECUTOR James F. Neal has 
said that if Sirica ruled the tapes were 
admissible, the recording of a June 23, 
1972, conversation Nixon had with H. 
R. Haldeman, then White House staff 
chief, would be played Monday. 
It was during that conversation, six 
days after the Watergate break-in that 
Nixon and Haldeman discussed the 
possibility of using the Central Intelli- 
gence Agency to contain the FBI 
investigation of the burglary. 
ONLY DAYS after Nixon made a 
transcript of that conversation public 
last August be was forced to resign the 
presidency. 
Sirica rejected arguments from 
defense lawyers that the White House 
taping system amounted to illegal 
bugging 
Frank Strickler. attorney for 
Haldeman, argued that the prosecutors 
had failed to offer any proof that any of 
the parties to toe conversations had 
consented to being recorded. 
Federal law requires that at least 
one party be aware that a conversation 
is being taped. 
SIRICA SAID that the tapes "were 
made at the direction of the Presi- 
dent 1 don't think the Congress ever 
intended" that the wiretap laws should 
apply to a system like that Installed la 
the Nixon White House 
Miller's affidavit recounted Nixon's 
recent medical problems including 
complications which followed surgery 
last Oct. 29 
John D. Ehrlichman, one of the five 
cover-up defendants, has subpoenaed 
Nixon to testify as a defense witness 
and Sirica had indicated earlier that he 
thought the former president should 
appear if his health permits. 
HALDEMAN'S attorneys said they 
would renew their efforts to subpoena 
testimony CIA officials have 
congressional committees about the 
attempt to use the agency to further 
the cover-up. 
Sirica has rejected earlier requests 
for such subpoenas. 
Haldeman, Ehrlichman. former 
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, former 
Astt. Atty. Gen. Robert C. Mardian. 
and Kenneth W. Parkinson, one-time 
attorney for the Nixon re-election 
committee, are charged with 
conspiring to block the Investigation of 
the Watergate break-In. 
Floyd Bagwell resigns 
By Deaael White 
Citing "philosophical differences" with other administrators as the cause, 
Director of Student Development Floyd Bagwell baa announced his 
resignation. 
The resignation, submitted to University President Hollis A. Moore Jr., will 
become effective at the end of fall quarter. 
Bagwell said be will then become director of a community health service 
program or a college recruiter for an insurance company. Both positions are 
located In Connecticut. 
"Longevity In college administration life la relatively short. You soon find 
that you've exhausted your ideas and uaefullness in a specific situation," 
Bagwell said. 
"TO REMAIN HERE, now that I've reached this point, would not only be a 
disservice to myself, but to the students also," he said. 
Bagwell said tome University administrators do not realise their 
productivity and contributions for the University has dropped to a minimum. 
"I'm not afraid to move on to new areas where I might be of greater 
service." Bagwell said. "I don't feel that future employers will assess me on 
Just what I've done on this campus, but on my total accomplishments, 
mobility and potential for growth." 
Bagwell said be believes it is paradoxical that students seem to view higher 
education from a humanistic perspective, while many administrators and 
faculty view it from a monetary gain pel spec live. 
"IF EDUCATION has become big business, admit it and deal with it from a 
corporate perspective,'' he said. 
Bagwell said cooperation and support from students and staff has made his 
job easier and more pleasurable. 
"Days of unquestioned control are over," he said. "College administrators 
must realize this There must now be more communication and understanding 
i between students and administrators " 
As of yet, no replacement has ha— named for Bagwell. 
H§» */** W News, Mrfsw, N.v.mh.r », l»74 
abolish grand jury 
The proposal by the Ohio Criminal Justice Supervisory Commission to 
abolish the grand jury system should be implemented. 
The grand jury system is one of the main contributors to the logjam in 
the courts. 
The report said the grand jury is superfluous because a preliminary 
bearing serves the same purpose. 
"The accused Is entitled to one probable cause bearing, and a trial," 
the report said. "Having both a preliminary hearing and a grand jury in 
the same case is unnecessary." 
The delay in trials is against a defendant's Constitutional right to a 
speedy trial. 
For the good of both the criminals and the public the grand jury system 
should be terminated. It is nothing more than a log in the logjam. 
no time for politics 
Tuesday's election produced just what President Ford feared, a huge 
Democratic majority in congress. 
Ford fears the Democrats will have a legislative dictatorship. The 
Democrats see Tuesday's elections as a mandate to implement their 
programs. 
Both sides are going to be doing their best to build up their images for 
the upcoming presidential election in 1976. 
The best way to do that is for congress and the President to work 
together on matters of grave national importance, instead of fighting 
each other tooth and nail, as is the tradition with chief executives and 
congresses of different parties. 
There are too many Important matters which cannot be used as pawns 
in a game of party politics. 
Unless congress and the President work together, none of them will be 
considered worthy of a vote by the public come 76. 
as inventory piles up 
WASHINGTON-Two headlines on 
the back pages of a recent issue of The 
Wall Street Journal illustrate the kinds 
of contradictions our government facet 
with loud noise and failing verve. One 
read: "Recession Is 'Far Less' Threat 
to U.S. Than Inflation Is, Treasury 
Chief Says." The other told us: 
"Money Supply Jumps 13 Billion in 
Week." 
While the week-to-week money 
supply figures don't mean mucb-they 
bounce around according to the degree 
and nature of the panic seizing the 
Federal Reserve Board In any given 
seven-day period -the general meaning 
of the money supply going up Is that the 
fellas are at the printing presses again, 
inflating the money. 
But at the same time, the "Treasury 
Chief" continues to consecrate us to 
the fight against inflation, thus making 
the government look like the man who 
got on his horse and rode off in all 
directions. 
Confusion and contradiction abound. 
Mr. Ford is attempting to jack up the 
prices the farmer gets while lowering 
those we have to pay at the 
supermarket. He tries to do this by 
discouraging food exports, which in 
turn unfavorably affects the balance of 
trade, which next causes him to urge 
us to cut down on consumption of 
imported gasoline, which naturally 
depresses car sales, which results in 
lay-offs and so forth and so on. 
If this policy of exhorting us to buy 
automob       but not to drive them 
continues, the government will end up 
trying to put a celling on half the prices 
and floors on the other half. 
BUT IT WONT go on. In lumber, oil. 
chemicals, autos and now even a bit in 
steel the line of customers waving 
dollars has thinned out and in some 
Instances disappeared. Instead there 
appears to be a sinister Inventory pile- 
up 
Disaster and distress In America 
have a way of staving themselves off 
until after Election Day. so watch what 
happens to Christmas sales-not the 
dollar volume, which has been wrecked 
by inflation, but the number of units of 
merchandise that get sold. A poor 
retail Christmas-and Jerry Ford has 
done his best to guarantee one-will 
mean a lot of businessmen are going to 
go into January with a lot of debt and a 
lot of unsold Inventory. 
As the glut piles up in the stores and 
backs up Into the warehouses, factories 
and raw material Industries, what 
happens? The post-World War II 
experience has been that as jobs and 
profits fan off prices hold, thanks to 
infusions of inflationary money, and 
then things pick up again. 
That's why many are predicting this 
slump will be followed by another 
large inflationary surge-not that we're 
over this one yet-and then an 
irresistible demand for price control, 
as we take another full swing through 
the cycle of business and politics. 
This idea that tomorrow's economics 
will be a repetition of yesterday's 
presumes that, if desperately pressed 
creditors start asking their customers 
to pay their bills, a chain reaction of 
bankruptcies and defaults can be 
averted because the government can 
save the banks and use them to save 
the large corporations, which can save 
the smaller ones, and so on until we 
wiggle out of It. 
NOT THAT this would be pleasant-a 
permanently higher level of 
unemployment and continued inflation 
-but it's better than the doomsday 
forecast being bruited about by a small 
number of analysts. 
They say the Inflationary cure for 
recessionary dips works less well each 
time, and this time they don't think it 
can work at all. They point out that 
correcting   successive  recessions   by 
Inflations has bad the side effect of 
eliminating the principal benefit of a 
recession, which is a fall in prices. 
When prices fall the consequence is 
the elimination of debt, usually 
through bankruptcy. Total debt, 
government, corporate and private. Is 
now SIS trillion, or so large that 
merely paying interest on it has put us 
in such a precarious position that the 
government may not have the 
mechanisms to prevent a chain 
reaction of distress sales, demands for 
loan repayments and bankruptcies. 
This prediction that Inflation is about 
to be wiped out by a murderous 
deflationary drop beginning in January 
Is a minority one made by businessmen 
with good forecasting records. Almost 
no economists, with or without good 
track records, agree. They think the 
government can and will Inflate fast 
enough to prevent prices from falling 
and bringing on bankruptcies Even so, 
times will be hard with prices high and 
many looking for work. 
If all of this is too depressing, there 
Is one ray of hope. In economics, when 
there Is near unanimity about which 
way things are going, they almost 
never do. 
Cpyrlght, 1174. The WasUagtea Past 
Kkag Features Syndicate 
* 
leftover cabinet 
THI RITES OF WINTER 
WASHINGTON-The day after his 
swearing In on August 9, President 
Ford assembled the Nixon Cabinet and 
urged the department heads to be 
"affirmative" in their relations with 
the news media. 
He promised to set a high example at 
the White House 
Moments later, as he went around 
the table soliciting the views of the 
cabinet on matters of concern to their 
agencies. Attorney General William 
Saxbe brought up the amendments to 
the Freedom of Information Act then 
moving through congress. 
Saxbe termed the amendments "bad 
legislation" and warned Ford that he 
might have to veto the bill On the way 
out of the cabinet room. Counsellor 
Robert T. Hartmana and I. then Ford's 
press secretary, exchanged grim 
glances. 
IT  WAS  clear  that   the  Attorney 
1. F. lerHorst 
General has not caught the spirit of 
Ford's desire to establish an open 
administration after years of Nixon 
isolation. We Immediately sought out 
Ford and pointed out to him that a veto 
of the Freedom of Information 
amendments would make his pledge of 
openness ring hollow 
Ford agreed and, displaying his keen 
knowledge of Capitol Hill, suggested 
that the Senate and House chairmen be 
asked to hold up the FOI amendments 
so  his   administration  people   could 
LBTTers 
more control 
over courses 
Many false aspects of the 
universities of our country are thrown 
on us as high school graduates, 
awaiting the experience of college 
Aspects such as wild social life. 
Interesting and liberal course topics, 
along with a fair amount of freedom to 
take these courses in relation to our 
major study. 
BGSU offers many elective courses 
to choose from, but looking at all of the 
major and group requirements of my 
major 1 find that 1 do not have a true 
freedom of choice. 
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The College of Music requires 203 
credit hours of me to graduate, of 
which only eight credit hours of non- 
music electlves are slotted. I came to 
BGSU thinking I could take courses 
outside of music which a music 
conservatory could not offer 
1 was especially interested in the 
Humanities Cluster College (HCC) 
offered by our particular university. In 
attending the "interest" meeting for 
the HCC. I was shocked to find that no 
one from the College of Music had been 
able to register foe the HCC because it 
had conflicted with the music major 
program of courses. 
DR. DON WILSON of the College of 
Music understood my problem and we 
attempted to map out another program 
including the HCC. He were successful 
in Including the cluster college, but it 
meant that one would have to take an 
average of 17-18 hours per quarter of 
their four years of study at BGSU. 
I understand the importance of 
major and group requirements within 
a specific program, but 1 do not 
understand the importance of having 
so many of these requirements in 
relation to the freedom of electlves 
outside the major. 
We as money-paying students to our 
institutions ought to have more control 
and freedom over our course selections 
and over-all major programs. , 
Mark W DeWald 
313 1'rout Hall 
tv hassle 
Last spring we chose to rent an 
apartment at University Village 
(Richard Heyman, manager) for the 
coming year. 1974-75. 
We were told before we signed the 
lease that cable TV was provided for 
all apartments at no extra charge. 
Also, advertisements in The BG News 
Feb. 1, March 27 and March 28 of 1*74 
listed this service. 
Oa Nov. 1, however, the cable 
service was no longer la operation. We 
soon found out that Mr. Heyman had 
discontinued it. refusing to pay for the 
service after August. 
Now He face the choke of doing 
without cable TV or paying for It 
ourselves. We feel this Is not ethical, 
since we were told that such a service 
would be available to us. 
Does Mr. Heyman think his tenants 
will overlook this subversive action? 
Luanne Bell 
Key Scheli 
Marge Meyer 
AnnWIlglng 
1510 dough Apt 7SG 
definition 
of movement 
In the Oct. 25 article on the Jesus 
Movement the basic premise which is 
consistent to three of the pastors 
quoted Is that the Jesus Movement or 
Christianity Is an experience. 
It la precisely at this point where I 
would like to challenge these men. for 
if Christianity Is an experience, what 
makes it any different from many of 
the cheap thrills screaming at us 
through advertising, social pressure, 
etc. 
First of aU I would like to define 
Christianity as a system which is 
composed of a set of ideas which can 
be discussed. The system as set forth 
in the Bible baa a beginning which Is 
the existence of the infinite-personal 
God as the Creator of all else. 
Christianity Is not just a vague set of 
incommunicable experiences, baaed on 
a totally unverifiable leap Into the 
unknown. With the coming of Christ 
God revealed himself, but there is not 
enough content in this if It is separated 
from the Scriptures. 
It then becomes only another banner 
without content, for all we know of the 
revelation of Christ comes from the 
Scriptures. Jesus Himself did not make 
a distinction between His authority and 
the authority of the written Scriptures 
He acted upon the uaity of Hal 
authority aad ■ the content of the 
Scriptures 
IF THIS is not so the word 'Jesus,' 
separated from the content of the 
Scriptures, has become the enemy of 
the Jesus of history, the Jesus who died 
and rose and who is coining again and 
who Is the eternal Son of God. 
Secondly, I would like to say that the 
sole claim of historic Christianity for 
consideration, its unique difference 
and supreme strength in the twentieth 
century, Is Its claim to be true. The 
evidence for Christian truth Is not 
exhaustive, but it Is sufficient. 
Too often Christianity has not been 
tried and found wanting: It baa been 
found demanding and not tried. The 
clarity and sufficiency of the Christian 
claims (as found in the Bible) have 
objectivity but not neutrality. They 
compel choice. The person who rejects 
•Christianity should remember that he 
Is not just rejecting a religious picture 
preference but the claim to be the truth 
of what Is. 
If a genuine consideration and 
mature choice (as opposed to a shallow 
acquaintance or social prejudice) 
leave him convinced that this is not so. 
be should make doubly sure that his 
own premises do square with reality. 
Becky Brlstley 
250 Ashley 
let's hear;from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns. 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial. 
Letters should be a maximum of HO words, typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed sages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel aad proper taste. 
Letters and columns must include the. author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed t* the Editor, co The BG News. 106 
University Hall. 
not ashamed 
of afscme 
September SO. 1974. an OCSEA 
meeting was called and the posting 
stated it to be for "Food Service Only" 
but it also said "Non-members 
Invited." 
I attended, as a member, and just 
before It was called to order Malone 
ordered me out four distinct times 
When I decided to go be said, "If you 
show up here again, I'll cancel this 
meeting In damned short order." 
Before leaving the building about 
thirty minutes later. I checked the 
room twice to see if another custodial 
lady besides his wife, as well as a 
welder were still In attendance. They 
were permitted to stay and. as was 
rumored, their duties were "body 
guard" and "secretary." 
The next day I kept an appointment 
with two administrators and the 
following day Ray called me about 8:00 
a.m. He was very angry when he told 
me. "At 1:30 this morning I am' 
resigning the presidency and come 
October 23 I'll be leaving the 
University to work for BUI Fogle.'' 
HE COMMENTED on the "good job 
I had done on the tenth floor 
yesterday'' and closed the 
conversation with an accusation that 
I'll not submit for printing because of 
Its vile nature. 
The payroll incident has sparked a 
series of startling revelations, even to 
the present moment. 
I was one of seven delegates elected 
to attend the convention and while 
there I heard a few things and I saw 
some things that helped me to decide 
to go with AFSCME. I am a potential 
member and not ashamed to admit 1L 
Almost dally. In light of rapid and 
unusual developments. I am fully 
convinced that I have made the right 
choice. 
BernlceDean 
Science Complex. Custodian 
work out an acceptable compromise. 
Ford knew the Hill chairmen would 
respond to his plea that the new 
administration deserved a chance to 
break the Impasse then developing 
What Ford didn't know was the depth 
of the ingrained Nlxonian antagonism 
toward the media that still prevailed 
among the cabinet members be had 
Inherited. 
Despite the grace period that the 
congressional managers of the bill 
extended to Ford as a personal 
courtesy, no serious efforts to work out 
a compromise were made by the 
Justice Department, the FBI, the 
Domestic Counsel or other admini- 
stration agencies whose leaders 
supposedly were now responsive to 
Ford 
IT AMOUNTED to stonewalling, 
some actually preferring that congress 
pass a bill which Ford would veto. At a 
meeting of the White House Senior 
Staff several weeks later. William 
Tlmmons. the White House 
congressional liaison chief retained by 
Ford, urged that the staff recommend 
to Ford that he veto the FOI 
legislation. 
And Ford, assuming congress and 
not the administration was being 
stubborn, finally did that just last 
week. 
In the process, however. Ford 
offered several new suggestions to 
congress which he says will make it 
possible for him to sign a Freedom of 
Information measure. 
One Ford proposal deals with the 
right of federal courts to review the 
merits of disclosing the contents of 
classified documents if there is no 
reasonable basis for keeping the 
information away from the public. 
Another Ford proposal is that 
congress grant federal agencies fifteen 
additional days to produce the 
government information sought by 
citizens or news media. 
THE FORD ideas, although coming 
late in the game, deserve serious 
consideration. At least they could form 
the framework for a compromise on 
Freedom of Information that would be 
palatable both to congress and the 
White House. 
Unfortunately, Ford's move may be 
too late now. The Nixon holdovers In 
the administration have sandbagged 
the new President's pledge of new 
openings in government. And con- 
gressional Democrats, emboldened by 
their victory in the congressional 
elections, probably will be in a mood to 
slap at Ford for his harsh campaign 
rhetoric of recent weeks. 
The lesson for Ford Is that there still 
remains an excessive amount of anti- 
media seal among the Nixonites in 
government, despite has own desire 
that federal agencies make more, not 
less. Information available to the 
public. 
It is yet one more liability Ford will 
have to Uve with until he installs his 
own men in the cabinet and around the 
White House 
Copyright.       1174.   . Detroit 
News /Universal Press Syndicate 
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homecoming chairman speaks 
By I >■■■—■ 
■HMMBIB] Gkakati 
Gmttt Stadrat Cehnaaisl 
This editorial is written in answer to 
Ms. Shaner's one-sided article 
coocerniDg Homecoming. 
The article presented only half of the 
facts involving the "tuxedo tangle." I 
am sorry that Ms. Shaner neglected to 
mention information that could change 
the entire tone of the situation. 
It was decided by the total 
Homecoming committee before any 
forms were sent out concerning 
Homecoming Court, that to avoid the 
problems of two years ago. everyone 
would be treated equally. 
Many problems stemmed from 
candidates feeling tbey had been 
slighted. The whole program was set 
up to treat everyone the same, male 
and female equally, when It came 
down to it. 
Mr. Morrow knew be was running for 
Queen and no changes or provisions 
would take place. 
He agreed to this. All candidates 
knew they were being treated equally; 
no one had any priorities over the 
others. In reference to Mr. Morrow's 
phone calls regarding the tuxedo, there 
was never any distinction made from 
the Queen and her Court in past years 
concerning dress. 
WE FELT there was nothing to 
warrant a change All men were 
requested to wear suits and bring 
umbrellas because of the 50% chance 
of rain forecasted. I also explained that 
my  budget  wasn't  great enough  to 
replace one tuxedo and four flapper 
costumes if it rained. Mr. Morrow said 
be understood all of this and would 
comply with the decision. 
Mr. Morrow was fairly well-behaved 
and courteous through the proceedings. 
That is more than I can say for Mr. 
Bugie. his Saturday escort, who helped 
change -Mr. Morrow's mind several 
times. 
Mr Bugie strode into the Union 
proclaiming that he was wearing his 
tuxedo, regardless of who or what be 
was told to do. There were 12 people 
present at the time In which Mr. Bugie 
went into a ten minute tirade, 
expanding on his position and declaring 
that no one could tell him what to do. 
He was informed that Homecoming 
was a Student Activities affair and that 
SGA and his position could not do 
anything to change the Homecoming 
Committee's already planned Ideas. 
Mr Dick Lenhart told him the 
preceding as well as to please comply 
with our decisions. As I soon found out. 
Mr Bugie had some definite ideas 
about Homecoming. 
It Is therefore hard to understand 
why someone who doesn't like 
Homecoming, who Isn't particularly 
"sitting on pins and needles" to escort, 
and who proclaims to not want to be In 
the lime-light would refuse to accept 
the governing committee's decisions 
IT WAS at this point that Mr. Bugie 
announced that I was to never step into 
the Student Activities Office ever 
again and that he had the power to 
enforce his decree 
I can only say. as a student at BGSU 
who is involved in student activities, I 
need and will enter 4X16 Student 
Services unhampered and without (ear 
of being ousted. I find it amazing that I 
had more problems with the SGA 
president than any other aspect oi 
Homecoming 
I would like to congratulate 
Homecoming Queen Morrow and his 
four runners up Miss Kathv Hank 
Miss Barb Williams. Miss Ethel 
Green, and Miss Vivian Phillips. A 
thank you l« also in order for Mr 
Morrow (or braving the weather and 
attending the bonfire and (ireworks 
I'd also like to thank my sub-com- 
mittee chairmen. Terry Casseday. Ken 
Leckler. Je(( Weber and all those who 
helped with Homecoming 
1 hope the Student Bodv is now more 
informed as to what actually happened 
Saturday morning There was just a 
little more than what appeared in Ms 
Shaner's article that Mr Bugie and 
Morrow failed to reveal. 
Lerrers 
reply 
You are wrong. Lissa Simmons and 
Ken Leckler. Rick Morrow did not 
"make a farce out of Homecoming by 
wearing a tuxedo to the ceremony. The 
queen tradition was already a farce. 
Tell me. Ms. Simmons and Mr. 
Leckler. would it have been less of a 
mockery if he had worn a dress so that 
be would have been attired like the rest 
of the court? 
It seems to me that the BGSU 
community should be much more 
concerned with the lack of attendance 
at the Dixieland Jazz Festival than 
with the breaking of the sacred queen 
tradition 
The "big-top" festival was a direct 
answer to the typical there snothing- 
to-do-in-Bowling-Green remark. Here 
was an opportunity for the entire 
community las opposed to the select 
few who are involved with the queen 
aspect of Homecoming) to be enter- 
tained by some outstanding musicians 
and to enjoy good food and drink in a 
carnival atmosphere. 
Unfortunately, out of the ordinary 
activities such as this will probably 
cease to be available to us in Bowling 
Green In the future. 
Cralg Davis 
1030 E Wooster 
new criteria 
Bravery at defying tradition and 
darting tomatoes proved Rick Morrow 
was "working hard for the good of the 
school and deserving to be honored at 
Homecoming," 
You. Ms. Olson, provided the true 
"mockery of Homecoming for both the 
University and the other candidates" 
through your immature, undemocratic 
inacceptance of him as a legitimately 
elected student representative. 
Perhaps cheerleaders should be chosen 
on the basis of similar character and 
leadership rather than as mere "cute 
tomatoes." 
Carol Stepien 
203 La Maison Francaise 
homecoming 
is really for... 
So It's finally happened. The 
University administrators, 
organizations, and cheerleaders have 
finally realized that Homecoming is a 
farce. The only thing that bums me is 
that it took the election of a male to the 
position of Homecoming queen to 
make them realize the fact. 
Had one of the other candidates won. 
there would be none of this upset, or 
cries for change. 
Homecoming is really (or 
fraternities and sororities to put the 
arm on their alumni for a few bucks. 
You don't see throngs of people pouring 
into Rodgers Quad or Founders to have 
a party but you see them at the frat 
houses. 
HOMECOMING CATERS only to 
this small group of people so why 
should the rest of the campus 
participate in the "token" events set 
up for them? 
Somehow, the idea of having fun at 
the Union munching on apples and 
bowling doesn't compare to the 
banquets at the frat bouses. 
As far as the concert goes, I doubt 
whether a picture of the artist would 
have helped attendance. If the only 
way a person can know that Dionne 
Warwicke is a singer is by listening to 
middle-of-the-road radio stations, 
wouldn't it make sense to get someone 
we knoW 
And the Dixieland tent was out by the 
stadium, which to some students was 
as far as New Orleans to get to There 
surely could have been a place closer 
to the students than the parking lot of 
the stadium 
Thank you Rick Morrow for being 
the first Homecoming queen to" do 
something constructive with the 
position. At least you can say we don't 
want you (or your body 
And thank you Miss Olson for 
showing us all that your tomato 
incident was the most energetic thing 
you've done as a cheerleader 
Tom Meyrose 
205 Offenhauer West 
continue 
tradition 
Alright! Everyone has made his or 
her excuses for the Homecoming 
weekend this year I find all of the 
complaining totally absurd and the 
behavior of many people toward the 
affair very disgusting 
Let's start with the issue of 
Homecoming queen I did not vote and 
do you know why? I didn't find out 
where my dorm was supposed to vote 
until 5 p.m on the day of elections, 
when I happened to pass by the polls, 
without my validation card. Many 
people didn't even know when the 
elections were being held. 
Apathy toward the candidates may 
have contributed to a poor turnout, but 
frankly. I would tend to blame poor 
publicity. And for those who 
complained about Morrow's victory, 
how many of you voted? Evidently not 
enough to prevent his election. 
The idea of a male candidate was no 
more a farce or a mockery of the 
Homecoming queen than it has been in 
the past. Personally. I have always 
seen homecoming queen elections as 
very superficial affairs, based largely 
on the popularity, rather than the 
qualifications,  of  the candidates as 
true representatives of the school This 
year. Rick Morrow was seemingly as 
qualified as any of the other 
candidates 
I WOULD like to know exactly how 
the Homecoming queen represents the 
University. Based on what I have seen 
from previous queens. I doubt the 
significance of this representation 
entirely I found the election of Rick 
Morrow very refreshing for a stale and 
overplayed tradition. 
Morrow far from made a laughing 
stock of this University. His election 
received coverage in many 
newspapers around the state, and 
people not associated with the 
University in any way realized that 
Bowling Green really does exist, 
especially in an innovative and 
progressive vein. 
I did notice the general lack of 
interest in the planned Homecoming 
activities, but there still seemed to be 
more enthusiasm than was shown last 
year 
The age group being served and their 
general musical tastes have to be 
considered in the poor attendance of 
the Dionne Warwicke concert and the 
Dixieland Jazz Festival. The 
responsible planners must remember 
that students 'are not going to pay for 
something tbey don't care about seeing 
or hearing. 
I went to the concert and enjoyed it 
tremendously. It was well worth what I 
paid for it. But. if I didn't like the 
Warwicke style, it wouldn't have been 
worth my time or my money, and I'm 
sure this is how many students looked 
at it. 
FINALLY. I would like to know what 
type of "representation" Ms. Olson 
and her accomplice were displaying 
during their tomato throwing 
escapade. It certainly wasn't in the 
best interest of the school and its 
image. 
It was more along the lines of a 
personal   vendetta   directed   against 
Morrow. Would they have done the 
same If a girl, whom they did not 
favor, had been elected? I really 
wonder. 
I realize what's done is done and only 
next year will show the effects. There 
Is nothing wrong with continuing the 
tradition of Homecoming and the 
queen, male or female, but people 
should learn not to place so much 
emphasis on such a basically 
insignificant Item. 
What 1 hope is that the responsible 
people will not let "sour grapes" from 
a few people completely destroy the 
Homecoming events of the future. 
Sheri Smith 
609 OHenhauer East 
kate smith? 
I would like to take this opportunity 
to commend The News' effort to 
promote the Warwicke concert, 
despite James Stofan's charge of 
inadequate coverage. 
He claims that the unprofitable 
concert resulted from Miss 
Warwicke's picture not appearing in 
The News and the (act that Ireshman 
/ and sophomore students were not 
Informed of Miss Warwicke's 
accomplishments. As a freshman. I 
recognize my inability to rise above 
Donny Osmond and David Cassldy. but 
really. Mr. Stofan, why blame The 
News for your own lack of judgment? 
If anything. Dionne Warwicke was 
shoved down our throats. 
Obviously, a great deal of work was 
poured into the preparation of this 
concert, but the failure resulted In the 
choice of material, not coverage. With 
this year's disaster behind us. let's 
focus on a good homecoming concert In 
1*75. Kate Smith, now there's a 
name... 
Bob Turner 
113 Kohl 
refreshing 
In these times when women are 
willingly doing men's activities it was 
refreshing to see BGSU crown its first 
Homecoming person last weekend. 
Apparently, from last weekend's turn 
of events, male chauvinism has bred 
female chauvinism. 
The chauvinist in question. Ms. Kim 
Olson, has taken insult to the idea o( a 
male homecoming person. Mr. Hick 
Morrow. She claims that Mr. Morrow 
made a mockery of the institution o( 
homecoming. It's apparent to us that 
the events of the past weekend made a 
mockery of homecoming. 
First, only 10 per cent o( the entire 
student body even took interest in the 
homecoming elections. Second, 
attendance at homecoming activities 
was poor. The Dixieland (estlval and 
Dionne Warwicke concert both were 
financial flops. 
Ms. Olson also stated that Mr 
Morrow ruined homecoming for the 
other girl candidates. The only thing 
Mr. Morrow's participation is ruining 
Is a few girls' ego trips. Nobody but the 
candidates and their friends care who 
wins. 
Finally as far as Ms. Olson's 
retaliatory tactics go. the next time we 
attend a little league game and see a 
girl making a mockery o( the grand old 
game by participating, we'll throw 
tomatoes at her! 
Jack Flick 
203 Kappa Sigma 
John Walker 
310 Kappa Sigma 
out of touch 
with students 
This is a reply to UAO program 
Director James Stofan who. in a recent 
article In The BG News, claims the 
Dionne Warwicke concert was 
unsuccessful because o( "the (allure of 
The News to print a picture of the 
artist." Also be (elt it was necessary to 
inform freshmen and sophomores of 
Warwicke's accomplishments 
"because they may not know who she 
Is." 
Well. Mr. Stofan. I am a sophomore 
and 1 know who Dionne Warwicke Is 
And if you think because we youngsters 
do not know her the concert (ailed, 
your bead must be completely out o( 
touch with the student body 
The reason the concert (ailed was 
you picked a performer that draws in 
Las Vegas, nightclubs, and places that 
entertain the middle-aged. Gerltol 
populace 
Therefore, it was YOUR fault, not 
The BG News, or the "naive" 
underclassmen. Mr. Stofan So please 
take some advice from a humble 
sophomore who did not attend your 
concert: get out and feel the pulse of 
the campus mainstream. See what 
we're into and perhaps next time your 
concert will be a sell-out 
Tim Lelko 
312 Anderson 
students ore 
helpless victims 
PRESENTATION OF THE CROWN JEWELS 
By Steve Caret* 
m Anders** Hall 
Gaest Stadent < elamaiit 
After reading Tuesday's front page 
article In The BG News 
("Homecoming Sparks Tradition Re- 
evaluation"), I couldn't help but to 
have a few reactions to comments that 
both my peers and administrators 
were quoted as saying. 
To Miss Olson- the cheerleader who 
dignified her position as well as that of 
the University by voicing her 
displeasure at the homecoming queen 
In a rather unconventional manner-: 
my reaction to her quote in Tuesday's 
paper was one of astonishment. 
Miss Olson left a number of Impli- 
cations in her quote. I won't go so far 
as to say that the candidates work the 
year exclusively for the privilege of 
being a homecoming queen candidate, 
because I don't believe she meant that. 
I also don't believe Mr. Morrow 
Intended to "mock" the other 
candidates' desire to be an adequate 
representative of the University. 
IN ADDITION, as Miss Olson puts it. 
"he is still ruining it for the girls." her 
attitude cannot be considered realistic 
toward the situation. It sounds as If a 
male candidate has just destroyed the 
little girl's game of who Is the prettiest 
and who can get the most votes. 
As far as my opinion goes. I regard 
Mr. Morrow as "beautiful" as any of 
the other candidates, and his service to 
the University just as valuable as the 
others, with the exception of him not 
being on any sorority honorary boards 
or positions. 
To Mr. Stofan, UAO program 
director, I'm sure the freshmen and 
sophomores appreciate your 
comments about them. A quote such as 
the one attributed to Mr. Stofan- 
"because they (freshmen and sopho- 
mores) may not know who she (Dionne 
Warwicke) is " - tells me that people in 
positions such as Mr. Stofan has 
assumed that the common person is an 
Idiot. 
They seem to assume that students 
know nothing of the outside world until 
they are "enlightened" by those 
"wonderful" people in those 
"Important" positions The quote Is 
the type of comment 1 would expect 
from someone who was trying to 
cover-up excuses I if there are any) for 
picking a very poor gate attraction (or 
the Homecoming concert instead o( 
one that would appeal to a majority o( 
the students' tastes. 
C'MON UAO. admit it. you goofed' 
Selections like that make me wonder 
who the real Idiots are; the students or 
some student representatives? I tend 
to lean toward the latter as the REAL 
idiots. 
Finally. I would like to thank Mr 
Kisselle for re affirming my basic 
belief that there are a few University 
administrators and faculty who throw 
out one or two liners and expect their 
.position to be enough explanation and 
proof of their comments. No one gains 
any insight into what a person's moti- 
vation for something is when they use 
vague generalities and the emotional 
"how can you do this to me (the Uni- 
versity) "approach 
In general. I would like to say that by 
this, as well as other actions In the 
past. I can expect more of the same 
from those who decide policies and 
activities of the university. 
I expect ego trips, blindness to what 
few things the students really want, 
and personality conflicts that will 
forever bar the organizations of the 
University from effectively choosing 
and carrying out a wide variety of 
activities that appeal to the students. 
Just because some of the student 
body Is apathetic, does that justify our 
student services continuing in their 
same old lame, backward-looking 
policy? I think the students of this 
University are helpless victims of the 
few who see fit to play children's 
games In positions of extreme 
importance to the University 
community. 
P^. 4/Th. iO N.wi, FrWoy, rW.mb~ I, 1974 
Airport to begin using 
new 'trainer' method 
The only way to Urn how to fly a plane is by flying one. 
right? 
Not necessarily The Frafca Ground Instrument Trainer 
being Installed at the University Airport will offer student 
pilots an opportunity to learn Instrument control before 
flying. 
Ron McMaater. simulator instructor and director of 
pilot services, said the simulator helps student pilots learn 
faster because they don't have to deal with aircraft 
sensations until they know how to control the Instrument 
panel 
He added that 100 per cent of the knowledge acquired by 
using the simulator can be transferred to actual flying. 
Pilot training courses at the airport will alternate 
between sessions with the simulator and sessions with an 
Instructor, said McMaster. He added that the simulator 
removes weather and darkness restrictions from 
scheduling many flight lessons. 
"It's cheaper than an airplane, and students learn and 
retain more," said McMaster. He said the simulator can 
provide the student pilot with experiences he may not 
encounter during sessions in toe air. 
Z**£ 
tfl*" 
Jovial oldster enjoys 
thrill of campaign life 
Kissinger cancels Turkey visit 
(AH)-A planned visit by 
Secretary of State Henry A. 
Kissinger to Turkey was 
called off yesterday under 
the weight of Turkish 
politics and a noisy anti- 
Kissinger demonstration. 
But his Middle East 
diplomacy whirled on with 
visits to Syria and Israel. 
The cancelation of 
Kissinger's planned visit to 
Turkey today was triggered 
by a Turkish political 
dispute over Cyprus policy. 
It was announced in 
Ankara by Turkey's care- 
taker premier, Bulent 
Ecevit, as 2,000 students 
demonstrated at the city's 
Middle East Technical Uni- 
versity  with signs reading 
"Kissinger murderer." 
A SENIOR US. official 
said Syrian President Hafez 
Assad had eased his resis- 
tance to negotiations 
between Israel and Egypt 
during more than three 
Imur-. of talks with Kissinger 
in Damascus, but 
apparently did not flash a 
clear green light for the 
negotiations to begin. 
Kissinger then flew from 
Damascus to Jerusalem 
where he assured Israel 
"there is no change In 
American policy on any of 
the issues" involved in his 
quest for Middle East peace. 
Just before Kissinger's 
arrival, the Israeli govern- 
ment expressed concern 
over President Ford's call 
for movement between 
Israel and Jordan or the 
Palestine Liberation Organ- 
ization (PLOI. Israel 
refuses to deal with the 
PLO. 
THE UNITED NATIONS 
has invited the PLO to take 
part In General Assembly 
debate beginning next 
Wednesday. 
A spokesman for the U.S. 
mission to the United 
Nations said the PLO dele- 
gation may be housed on a 
military base outside New 
Placement Office to offer 
retailing field career night 
The Placement Ofllce will 
sponsor a retailing career 
night Monday at 7 p.m. in 
M0 Student Services Bldg. 
Brian Moore, assistant 
director of placement, said 
the program, which is part 
of a series, is aimed at 
providing guidance not only 
for upperclassmen, but for 
freshmen and sophomores 
as well. 
"This is open to any 
student on campus, but 
particularly    to    those 
students who still have room 
to make a choice about their 
major," Moore said. 
Monday's program will 
feature retailing 
representatives from the 
SSKresge Co. Burdine's 
(a Miami. Fla. department 
store) and the J.C Pennev 
Co. 
Moore said they will 
discuss the retailing field 
and answer questions from 
students. 
A   similar   career   night 
held last week for students 
interested in purchasing, 
production and personnel 
drew about 50 students, he 
said. He called the session a 
success. 
Moore said the Placement 
Office plans to hold several 
career nights each quarter 
on different opportunities 
for employment and 
careers. 
Plans are presently being 
made for a session on 
careers in mathematics. 
York for security reasons, 
but would not say when the 
decision would be made. 
The Beirut newspaper Al 
Moharrer said earlier the 
plan called for the PLO 
delegates to be ferried to 
and from U.S. headquarters 
by helicopter, but that PLO 
members viewed this as a 
way of preventing them 
from presenting their side of 
the case to the American 
public 
Ecevit, popular at home 
because of the Turkish 
invasion of Cyprus in July, 
resigned seven weeks ago in 
hopes an early election 
would turn his support into 
an absolute majority In 
parliament. 
His leftist People's Repub- 
lican party governed in 
coalition with a right-wing 
Moslem party and held only 
185 of the 450 seats In 
parliament 
Informed sources In 
Ankara said Ecevit 
suggested the cancelation of 
the visit Wednesday night 
when the two wings of his 
caretaker coalition clashed 
on basic points of Turkey's 
Cyprus policy to be 
presented to Kissinger. 
They said Ecevit sent a 
message to Kissinger saying 
be was not in a position to 
make    commitments    in 
connection with the Cyprus 
problem, given the divided 
nature of his coalition and 
the critical attitude of 
Turkey's opposition parties. 
Kissinger's trip to Turkey 
was designed to try to 
reopen talks on Turkey's 
dispute with Greece over 
Cyprus. 
Congress, which has 
moved to cut off military aid 
to Turkey, has given the 
Ford administration a Dec. 
10 deadline for producing 
evidence of substantial 
progress toward removing 
Turkish military forces 
from the Mediterannean 
island. 
Kissinger intended to 
explore such possible 
Turkish concessions as a 
reduction in the 40,000-man 
Turkish force on Cyprus and 
the return of some areas to 
Greek Cypriot civilians. 
By Marcta Cwtk 
Staff Reporter 
COLUMBUS - The Mes- 
sengers, a band of eight 
young men and women 
dressed in red. white and 
blue, belted out what 
seemed like the 50th chorus 
of "When John Glenn Goes 
Marching In" as the General 
Sherman Room in the 
Holiday Inn here filled with 
people. 
Violet Finstad. a 75-year- 
old Glenn campaign worker, 
clapped, sang and moved to 
the music. 
• "How can you keep still?" 
she said jubilantly to the 
crowd around her. 
Finstad. in a black dress 
trimmed in silver lame, had 
come to see the man she had 
campaigned for make his 
acceptance speech as a U.S. 
senator. 
SHE        SAID        she 
volunteered to work for 
Glenn as soon as his head- 
quarters was established in 
Columbus. 
"I believe in him. and I 
wanted him to get it (Senate 
seat)." she said, "so 
naturally I wanted to help 
When you find someone you 
think is good, you want to 
put them in office." she 
added. 
Finstad said she did a 
"little bit of everything" at 
Glenn headquarters, but was 
responsible mainly for 
making phone calls to 
arrange dinner parties and 
coordinators' meetings 
She described the 
campaign headquarters as a 
really busy place, with 40-50 
volunteers working at one 
time. 
The crowd at the head- 
quarters had been nice, she 
said, and that it had included 
many young people. 
"It's nice so many young 
people take an interest." she 
added 
FINSTAD SAID she also 
worked for John J. Gilligan. 
who ran (T reelection as 
governor, and Richard 
Celeste. lieutenant 
governor-elect. 
She said she believed all 
the candidates she worked 
for were good. 
"If I didn't think so. I 
wouldn't work for them." 
she said. "I was a volunteer 
I didn't get paid." 
Finstad said she had no 
doubts about Glenn winning 
the senate race. "1 
considered it in the bag " 
She stressed that her 
support of Glenn, a 
Democrat, had nothing to do 
with the Watergate scandal, 
which has been pinned to the 
Republican Party. 
"I supported him not 
because he's a Democrat, 
but because he's a good 
man." shesaid. "He'llmake 
a good senator.'' 
Finstad said she has done 
a lot of volunteer work  She 
has worked for the Red 
Cross since World War I and 
has done veteran's work for 
the past 30 years. 
SHE   IS   ALSO   on   the 
advisory council of the Chil- 
licothe Veterans Board 
Considering volunteer 
work, she said, "doing 
something for nothing." Is 
the most rewarding work 
she has done 
"If I'd have sat in a 
rocking chair, I'd bo old and 
decrepit." she said 
Finstad looked around for 
her daughter and grand- 
daughter, but couldn't find 
them 
"They're probably in the 
back sitting down." she 
said "They can't take it!" 
Finstad. who still goes 
dancing three or four times 
a week, and who is leaving 
for Las Vegas. Nev. 
Tuesday, has a simple 
formula for keeping her 
youth 
"Keep young, keep alert, 
and keep up on things." she 
said 
Trustees 
• from page one 
THE TRUSTEES also 
approved and agreed to 
support a consortium of 
health education in 
Northwest Ohio in 
conjunction with the 
University of Toledo and the 
Medical College of Ohio at 
Toledo 
Provost Kenneth W Rothe 
described the consortium as 
a step forward in relations 
with area four-year 
institutions and said such 
agreements would allow 
sharing of facilities. 
Dr Michael R Ferrari, 
vice president of resource 
planning, told the trustees 
that University enrollment 
is slightly above the 15,000- 
studenl ceiling set by the 
state legislature but that 
the University will receive 
all of Us $19,753,400 in 
appropriations this year 
Bryan said the legislature 
would be reluctant to allow a 
higher ceiling for the 
University because of 
decreased enrollment at 
several other state schools 
"We're being penalized by 
success." Ward said 
Voter count falls to 1946 level 
WASHINGTON (API- 
Voter turnout for Tuesday's 
elections fell to the lowest 
level ol any year since 1946. 
with an unofficial count 
showing that 38 per cent of 
the voting age population 
cast ballots. 
"It's disheartening that 
voters personally affected 
both by Watergate and our 
economic crisis did not turn 
out   in   higher   numbers," 
Ruth Clusen, president of 
the League of Women 
Voters, said Wednesday. 
The turnout Tuesday, 
tabulated in an Associated 
Press survey, was the 
lowest since 1946 when 37.1 
per cent of the voting age 
population exercised the 
right to vote, according to 
U.S. Census Bureau figures. 
The lowest figure on 
record Is 32.5 per cent for 
1942, when millions of men 
were away from home 
because of mobilization for 
World War II. 
The official figure for 
Tuesday may turn out to be 
less than 38 per cent. 
The Census Bureau bases 
its figures on the vote cast 
for all House races, which 
usually is less than the vote 
in statewide reaces which 
was used for the AP 
calculation. 
newsnotes 
FTC 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Federal 
Trade Commission proposed yester- 
day a set of standards for advertisers 
who say their food is healthful and 
nutritious 
But the commission sidestepped, at 
least temporarily, the issue of 
whether to require some nutritional 
information from all food 
advertisers 
Under the proposal, for example, a 
soup advertised as "wholesome" or 
"nutritious" would have to contain 
protein and al least three other 
essential vitamins and minerals at 
levels of at least 10 per cent of 
recommended adult requirements. 
The exact content of the elements 
would have to be spelled out in the 
ads 
However, a candy-bar maker could 
call his product "good" or "great" 
without providing " any sort of 
information on Its contribution-or 
lack of one--to a balanced diet. 
Navy fleet 
NORFOLK. Va (AP)-A proposal 
to send a "Great White Fleet" of 
about 24 warships on a world-circling 
voyage is circulating in high Navy 
circles, the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot 
says. 
The newspaper said yesterday that 
the proposed voyage is designed to tie 
in with America's bicentennial cele- 
bration and enhance the Navy's 
image at home and abroad. 
The proposal reportedly suggests 
that such goodwill visits would dispell 
the wariness with which some 
countries view the United States 
after the Vietnam war. the 
newspaper said 
Monopoly 
NEW YORK (Al'i-Government 
lawyers said the gianl International 
Business Machines Corp. has 
cornered 73 per cent of the nation's 
computer market, and must be 
broken up if competition in the 
industry is to be encouraged 
On a preiri.il brief filed Wednesday 
in US. District Court, the Justice 
Department lawyers accused IBM of 
monopolistic price and marketing 
practices. 
The Sisters of 
Alpha Xi Delta 
Wish to Congratulate 
Kathy Hank 
our 
Homecoming Queen 
MIRROR OF LATIN AMERICA: 
MODERN LITERATURE 
Latin American Studies 401 (Section 2368) Senior Seminar 
Open to anyone interested in the topic 
Winter Quarter, Wednesdays 6-10 p.m. 
For additional information contact 
Dr. Diane Pretzer, 2-0058 
CHRISTLINE 
FRIGHTENED? LONELY? 
UNSURE? NEED HELP? 
Call 352-0379 24 hours a day 
Christ the Savior Evangelical 
Lutheran Church 
252 S. Main St., Bowling Green 
Rev. Carl Efraimson 
BiUt Study 9 a.m. • Sunday Worship Semce 10 MI 
Don't Miss The Fifth Annual 
BGSU MARCHING 
BAND CONCERT 
Monday, Nov. 11 • 8:00 p.m. - Anderson Arena 
Featuring Music From 1974 Football Halftimes 
TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT THE 
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE 
ADULTS ■ 4.50 - STUDENTS - '.75 
(Proceeds Benefit The Marching Band Advancement Fund) 
Rrru I'll in 1876 l>v .HII «ngiixil p 
Imp the? ehotmi bsgM rtc« 
and beM h**rk\' mi»ll 
Weiv making sure that caring 
isn't just a memory. J\tuL 
a r/jf taste, of Beechwood^Acjed 
Buaweisensays so. .^mt . 
always will. 
nebodv 
bout 
uuaVity 
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Red Cross 
views blood 
os 'gift of life' 
By Clady Smcrctaa 
Staff Reporter 
The Red Cross calls blood donation 
'the gift of life." 
Whole blood or blood components 
taken from a donor and transfused to a 
patient can replace blood lost by an 
accident victim, enable a sick patient 
to withstand surgery, or give a 
newborn baby the help it needs In 
survive. 
The American National Red Cross 
Mood program began in 194)1 and in its 
16 year history has expanded to the 
point of collecting three million units 
of blood each year from volunteer 
donors 
Community groups across the nation 
sponsor bloodmobile visits in which a 
crew of volunteer nurses, nurses 
aides, and other volunteers set up and 
man a temporary blood collection 
facility. 
ONE     SUCH     GROUP     is     the 
University Red Cross, which sponsors 
two mobile visits on campus each year 
Usually such mobile blood  d"ves 
collect   approximately   150  urn 
blood, but last spring's campus olood 
mobile collected 63S pints. 
"The lab can't handle any more than 
that." said Mary Lou Bennett 
University chairman of the Red Cross 
Bloodmobile. "Now. we're trying to 
get people acquainted with what we're 
doing with blood." 
The Northwest Ohio Red Cross 
regional blood center in Toledo 
processes and distributes all blood 
collected on campus and in the 
Northwest Ohio area. 
The staff of the center must also 
recruit volunteer donors in order to 
maintain a satisfactory level of blood 
at the center. 
Eleanor Adams, director of donor 
resources at tbe regional blood center. 
says the job of recruitment is mainly 
setting new donors and maintaining old 
donors 
"We're working constantly to keep 
interest up in groups we have and 
recruiting new groups." she said 
•RECRUITMENT is a many-faceted 
thing." she continued "Recruitment is 
always dealing with volunteers. We 
have to try to sell the program." 
Louis K Pisaneschi, administrator 
of the blood center, stressed that such 
seemingly unrelated factors as seasons 
and the holidays do affect blood 
donation and need 
Although few people are willing to 
tak.e the time to donate blood during 
holiday seasons the needs always go 
on," said Pisaneschi 
THE DEMANDS of open heart 
surgery also must be considered by the 
blood banking staff of the Toledo 
center. Such surgery always requires 
eight to twelve pints of blood, while 
three or four additional pints are held 
on reserve at the center. 
In complicated surgery, "the fresher 
the blood the better, because more 
anti-coagulating agents are in it." 
according to Adams. 
The regional blood center also takes 
blood donations from walk-in 
volunteers, and maintains a nine-bed 
collection facility. 
The donor moves through a series of 
seven stations in the process of giving 
blood. 
First, he is asked to fill out a 
registration card, asking for routine 
He said he has noticed that spring 
and fall seem to be the seasons in 
which gastro-intestinal bleeding is 
most common, raising the need for 
blood 
Pisaneschi spoke of the problem of 
recruiting donors. "So many people 
wait to be asked." he observed 
"Publicity alone often doesn't work. 
It's the personal touch that brings 
people out And we hope, of course. 
that people who start donating blood in 
college continue to do so." 
Employer! often allow the Red Cross 
to set up bloodmobiles in their 
factories so workers can donate blood 
on company time, in a situation like 
this we have to be careful not to take 
up too much time." said Adams 
information including name, address, 
and age. 
Next, a registered nurse takes a 
blood sample from the ear or finger of 
the prospective donor A drop of blood 
is dropped in an iron solution to 
determine If the blood has an 
acceptable level of hemoglobin. 
If the drop sinks in the solution, the 
donor is accepted, and if it remains 
suspended the donor is deferred 
because his blood has an abnormally 
low level of hemoglobin. 
The third step in the process is a 
routine check of temperature, weight 
and pulse. Donors must weigh more 
than 110 pounds and have normal body 
temperatures and pulse rates. 
AT THE FOURTH station a nurse 
takes a brief medical history of the 
donor using a series of questions 
Donors are deferred for such past 
problems as cancer, heart disease and 
hepatitis. 
Donations are not accepted from 
donors who are on antibiotics, who 
have taken aspirin in the 48 hours 
preceding the donation, or who have 
colds. 
The donors are then given a 
numbered plastic blood bag containing 
a clear, anti-coagulant solution and 
asked to have crackers and juice 
before they donate. 
The next step in the process is the 
actual donation.  A registered nurse 
supervises three beds at a time. It 
normally takes about eight minutes to 
fill a one pint blood bag. 
After the donor is finished giving 
blood, he is asked to remain in the 
canteen for fifteen minutes to rest and 
have a snack and allow the circulatory 
system to adjust to the slight loss in 
volume 
Most donors experience no side 
effects after giving blood The Red 
Cross suggests drinking extra water 
within 24 hours after giving blood to 
help the body replace lost fluids and 
refraining from heavy muscular work 
with the affected arm for four hours. 
WITHIN A FEW hours of the time It 
is taken from the patient, the blood is 
In the technical lab of the Toledo Blood 
Center. Enroute. it is refrigerated in 
large insulated ice chests to prevent 
tbe red cells from dying and the blood 
from coagulating 
The blood center in Toledo is under 
the charge of Marianne Szasz, 
technical director The center employs 
two other medical technologists to 
test, type and process the blood. 
Because it is licensed as a blood 
bank, the Red Cross must follow 
certain set procedures in the handling 
of blood "We do have certain laws and 
regulations we have to obey." 
explained Szasz 
The technologists test a sample of 
each pint of blood for hepatitis, 
venereal disease, serum type and red 
cell type. 
The center is now using a new 
hepatitis test which is faster and more 
accurate than the old one but requires 
a separate, isolated room because it 
involves radioactive materials. 
Szasz explained the importance of 
accuracy in working with human blood. 
"In blood banking, the errors are 
mostly clerical errors. There will be 
double checking of typing. We have a 
very qualified staff. I think this is also 
important in blood banking." she said. 
Blood taken from a donor is tested 
and processed by the blood center the 
next morning and is generally ready 
for distribution early the next 
afternoon. 
THE BLOOD CENTER'S technical 
staff is also actively involved in blood 
component preparation. 
A component is a part of blood, like 
concentrated red cells, frozen red 
cells, fresh frozen plasma, or a platelet 
concentrate Instead of whole blood. 
"Whole blood is not always the 
answer."  explained Szasz.  "This is 
why we are talking so much about 
component preparation today. It might 
do the patient more good to just 
receive a blood component, like packed 
red blood cells or plasma. 
After It is taken from the patient, 
whole blood separates into two parts: a 
thin, straw-colored liquid on top. and a 
thick mass of red cells that sinks to the 
bottom of the blood bag. 
Most blood components look nothing 
like blood after they have been 
processed. Platelet concentrate, for 
example, looks like a few tablespoons 
of orange juice. 
Component preparation, though of 
benefit to the patients, calls for expert 
timing and preparation by the center's 
technical staff. 
For example, the preparation of 
packed red blood cells requires tbe 
separation of the plasma from the cells 
within four hours after blood is taken 
from the donor. 
ALTHOUGH NO freezing of blood is 
done in Toledo. Szasz said that "there 
are other larger centers than we are 
that are freezing blood." Frozen blood 
Workers at the Red Cress blood 
center in Toledo label pints of 
Wood (above left) while a nurse 
checks a donor's puhe (above). 
(Newtphoto by Mike PauareNo) 
can be kept up to seven years, but 
before use must be carefully thawed 
for 24 hours and administered to 
patients immediately. 
"We don't waste blood," stressed 
Szasz. "We are now serving 20 
hospitals." She said "fancy surgery" 
such as open heart operations and 
kidney surgery has raised the demand 
for blood in recent years. 
Now the center may supply enough 
blood for three such "fancy 
operations" a day. 
Szasz spoke enthusiastically of the 
Red Cross blood program 
"It is really a great program. I don't 
think we should put a price on helping 
another individual. We can be as good 
as the public is to their own fellow 
men. I tell you. it is so much better to 
give than to receive." 
A nurse (above) explains the Toledo blood center 
t* potential donors, while refrigerated crates of 
derailed Meed wait to be delivered (right). 
(Nowsphetos by Mike Passarello) 
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ADVIRTISIMINT 
L CONFIOCNTIAilTY OF fetCO«OS 
Iht tssentety confidential rMt«KKh« between the Urn 
versify and iti students must be meinteined by preserving tht 
pnuacy of •" student rtcord* Controlling ponoptet if Hied 
HIM 
A Tht pffioel student Kldtnt record, supporting docu 
merits, and other Student fttS art confidential 
B Separate o"«i«J lets shai bt mtmtwntd It fotc-ws 
1 Acedtnvc records, suppprting documents, tnd 
general educational rtcofdi 
2 Records o' dooknary proceedings 
)   Medical psychMtiic and counseling fttordi 
4 Financial records 
5 Placement records 
C Unoftrnel records Mich tS |rtdt books, advising hits 
rtcrjmrrrandetions tnd counseling notes rnay bt htpt by 
members o< the faculty and edmrnistratrvt staff 
D Ho entry shall bt made tr a studtnt's aeavJemic record 
and no document shall bt placed m a studtnt's official hit 
without actual notict to tht sludenl Tht publ«etion of grades 
and announcement of honors shad t» considered actual 
notice Any s'udent wishing to challenge tht accuracy of any 
tntry m his official ftconl or tht prestnct of any rt»m in his 
hit may rant tht issue by tiling a complaint with tht appro 
prune eeadtnw; deen or studtnt aHert officer Tht dean or 
student attain officer wilt mvtsttjatt tht fads and Orcum 
slancts sunoondrnji tht student s complaint and lake tht 
necessary correct"* action. It tht students complami is not 
satisfied at this itvtl. ht may carry his complaint to tht 
PrOVOSl 
( lath studtnt shall have personal acctss lo a* rtcords 
enumerated m I 8 with tht exception of mtoVat psychiatric, 
and counseling fi*r* However sut h acctss dots not include 
tht <«hl to t>ammt ronhdtnliat statements submitttd as 
Supporting endenee 
I kifiymatwn ietetmg m any way to any of tht fcJtowing 
categories >s not relevant to tht educational proctss Accord 
mgfy no rtco>d shall bt made relalmg lo tht St matttrs tictpt 
upon the np<ess written leiiyest of tht studtnt or as required 
by Uw 
1   ftact 
.'   Bekgion 
3 Pohbcai or social news 
4 Mtrr*trilup in any oifanirtlionolhtrlhtn honorary 
tnd professional organizations »'ect»y rtlattd lo Iht 
rducalional proctss 
G No mfnrmation m any official studtnt fat may bt 
released to M" individual or organization tictpt with tht poor 
•riltrn consent or request of tht studtnt concerned or undt' 
tht loiowing iiHumstancts 
I Member* of tht administrativt staff faculty, and 
graduate students undt* faculty supervision may havt 
NMH I.J records and lilts for iMimaJ tducalionai 
nttds or for necessary administrative and statistical 
purposes Acctss to financial, mtdxal ptyctuetnc and 
iXMHIllgl disciplinary, and placement rtcords is 
limited in Iht official* responsible for thost matttrs 
No ont hamng acctss undf this paragraph may r>* 
(lost information btyond lhal Sited m ? or 3 below 
? Tht loHowing information may bt given to any 
lOQjiirr and is tht only mformatun to bt released m 
rtsponst lo • telephone inquiry 
a   '. luo" or division ol tnioHmtnl 
b   Pt'wds of tnrol'mtnl 
c Dfgtt awardtd honors. m»|or fitW datt 
In addition to tht apovt a Studtnt s addrtSS Itlt 
phone "umbtr data of birth and pgnaturt may bt con 
fiimtd rt Iht inquiry is madt m ptrton or by mail 
Offeit"! or further information may not M grvtn if the 
mqu'tis information Should bt mcompltlt or 
tncorrtCt 
3 Propf fy idtntifitd oldciall from ftdtral Hate and 
hxal tgfkits may bt gntn tt-t following information if 
tip'tltly rtqutlttd 
a   School or division of t-iroliintnt 
b   PtriodI Of tnrollmtnl 
I    "n.<tt anardtd hc«o.s mtfOr fitrd, Oatt 
0 Naturt of gtntral acadtnw; record |i t twtlte'il 
good. Ian       not MMfK giadtst 
t   AJd'r*. 
1 Veiil-at-on of signalurt 
g   Hiir# and addrtss of partnt o* guardian 
4 I «itpt u.idtr legal compulsion or in casts whtrt tht 
MhM) ol persons or proptdy is invofvtd. no 
mloriiialHn from rjiscipMary Of counsthng hits should 
bt made a,.nliWf lo unauth«i/td ptrsons on or olf 
'ampus 
rhj   Rii.nlians   <* spouses of students may 
hate KCttt to auderiK   financial, and or disc^nary 
recoidi U|«»>II A request madt >n person or by mail 
H f tpulvivi may bf recordtd on a studtnt's ptrmantnt 
academy rCCOld lo rttlti I a stwring of Iht a<adtmic caietr 
Rtcords ol any •.tudent dasuplmtry sanction may bt mam 
bjnajrJonil ■• t1"' MnOl IV l»can ol Sludtnls and tht appro 
priatt ludmat body 
1 htst u- a ipimary irxords w* bt ctostd upon Otar dis 
cont«nua!«on l»om tht Univtrvty lhty may bt mam 
tamed lor fhrt (fit ypgtl aftti discontinuation wrbrtct to 
tht conditions ol disdosuit iptxi'itdj m section I 5 o* 
this Lode 
I No Student itco>C shall bt prtvtrvtd beyond graduation 
or olhtr final dtparturt hpffl Iht Hm.tiSity t»cfpt as tWIOWS 
1 Tht aiadtnx -tcord may bt rttaintd indttmiltly 
Subitil 10 the lamilajCHMIl on dis. Insure pitviously 
slattd 
2 l«ti'i ry bt 'tlatned so long as any 
oWtjalw" to |h(| I in .trvty tonlinutS 
3 Wtdicai J"d pSytl Mm "AO'ds may M rttamtd 
SufirFCt lo Iht lim-tatons on disctosurt impostd by 
normal vlM for pr>vi>tgtd information 
4 fltco-ds .»! CO cumcuiar acliv*t»tS may bt retained 
b| Kn tl '0' hvt ytars 
5 Plaitmtnt records ma* bt ifta-ntd mdtfinitely 
subnet ic iht afTirtaboni nn disc'osurt previously 
ItlttJ 
II STUDENT AFFAIRS 
m studtnt iHawi pafUm standaifls must bt mamtamtd if 
iht irttdrf'v si s'.odtiis is to be p'tvt'ved 
A Frttdom ol Association 
Modeitv J't t'tt 10 DfgJgMN and ro«n associations to pro 
n«*!t Ihtil cpmmpn mtfltStS. provid-ng IhtSt associations art 
organised for legal pu'posts and do not confkt with tht Urn 
vtrvtys tducat-onai obieclnts 
I    OrganiratiCnt 
tiutttt of tht Studtnt Body Organ 
i/anon wit itcogtHM well se-vue and proltsswnal 
f|      rgtafH l»astd on tht totowmg policy 
a   Aft,! gpon with an tKtomMt orgaru;ation will not 
'   MM divquai'*! a studtnt organiiation from 
mstitulional itcognition 
b Campus advisers who a»t mtmbgti of the faculty 
or Staff »*t reni HtfJ fOI I". *'«dcnt oiganiiation 
ftowwrn I    .""■! hmrji  Hitj •" tmouragtd 
gan MfdOfri 
,!.,.■   i*m   . .- ■, .«u«wl o-ganiiations i" the 
•■    .1   itSponvOiMy    fxr'   they   wll   not   have 
authority 10 control tht OOwcy of tht organization 
C   Student organizations w* bt required to submit a 
statement of purpose   criteria for membership 
rules of pirxtdures and a current list ol Dfl   I H 
Ihey wit nol bt required 'o suOrmt a mtmotrsh« 
i it as <« ,c-iditHin of mst tutional itcognition 
d   OiganizalKins   n«lud.ng (host   afhliated   rmi 
muraVy   must bt open lo a* students without 
i to rtCt I'ttd or national ongm 
6 Irttdom of ln«uiry and Eiprassion 
1   Students and studtnt orgamiations may tiprtss 
tie" opinions both putMidy and pnvtttl»   lhty art 
tret to support vtuses M titht* a planned or spon- 
taneous manotr. providing Ihey do not diwupt the 
regular and essential operation of tht institution 
StuuVntt   abuse   this ugh!   when   thty   damage 
piopert,   pj   mlriffr   wth  the   activity  ol   othtrs 
.    gtpti | .!•       « Ol other means 
.    the University Space Avwgnmtnts Ott*t * »*** 
atNt t« iriiMei a o-.' >ned kti**ty and to dtsajnalt 
■ndOu> 0< .'-'.duO< luvJlions whtrt such assemMitS 
rjgntVhaftJ Th'Ough registration tht Uniensly wM 
.i    aJtQualt   tKiiilits   and 
■Cpflly ' it   s IM iesponsih4ty Ol tht organizers 
grtaVBTl) Ian) •"tettng,rally pi«essior.or 
I thai tht activ-ty dots not 
ran ti htscboa* 
<  a d .t.iLafKe is defined as totows 
.lanlially   mterfenng 
with Ota) activity of others 
b Any achxty Or tondw t nccomparutd by a clear 
and pr«'.< M danger of pfsonai mrury or property 
'«■ raj 
i   Any   activity   or   .ondjet   which   mcHates   any 
reguiat-jns IMWiWraPM « Section IV B of thx 
Code 
4 R«ht ol Advocacy 
a rwtenptrs 0* Iht U.'ivtrSrty community art fret to 
advtrtist sptcihs. .Justs and distribute Mtraturt 
wrthm tht bounds set by pertinent puphc Laws 
rtguietonj adopted by the residence hats and tht 
provisions ol this Code 
b Membtrs of tht University CC*nrriunity may sofrbl 
funds only for charilaWt anj. V npr. proht CJusts 
Thtst aclmtits may bt conoxtto* by any orOffy 
mtans wfuch do not disrupt tht operation of the 
Univtrvty iStt Stxtion II B 3t 
c 'nd'. 'duals and groups art tncouragtd to awrcise 
tht-r Const'tut onai freedoms of ipate* and 
asstmbty m both private and pubK taprattron 
d With tht iretdomt ol spttch e"d assamcty go the 
rtSponsib.i tits Of avoiding I.Pel indtcency 
undpcu"tnttd attgaiions. attacka on person* 
mtefr>t>   harrassmrjnl. and   '-■utrtdp 
e Students are Irtt m mailing their stttctron of cam- 
pus speakers Tht speatrng tvant must bt rtgis 
tartd with the Office Of Spext Assignments rl Utt- 
vorsrty faohtias »nt aanrKts ait to pa used 
individuals mirested m pianmflg an event are 
The Student Code 
of Bowling Green State University 
This statement of the BGSU Student Code was approved in 1971 by the 
Board of Trustees and is provided for the information of students, 
faculty and staff. 
ADViRTISiMIniT 
urged to contact l faculty member for assistance 
iff making these arrengtments 
C. Use of tht LVtVtrslty name 
I No indwdue) group or organization may utt tht 
University name without official authorization 
'ii epi to mdicatt University effthetron 
? Institutional approval or disapproval of any policy 
may not bt stated or implied by an individual, grow, 
or organization 
•NOH    Although   normal police   protection is 
assumed at at times, groups registering demon 
st rat ions may request special pofece attention by 
advismg  Campus Safety of  such activities m 
advance For many prectcti reasons absofult mteg 
nty ol person and property cannot bt guaranteed - 
especially in a mob or crowd situation 
III OfF-CAMPUS FREEDOMS Of STUDENTS 
A Exercise of Rights of Citurtnshrp 
Cofrtge and Umve-sdy students are both citizens of the 
larger community and mtmbtrs of tht academic com 
munity As members of the larger community students Vt 
guaranteed Ihe freedoms of spttch. ptact'ui issembry 
and nght of petition grimed to all citizens As citizens of 
the academic community students art subrtct to additional 
Obkgalions necessary tor thai membership 
1   A students intellectual and personal development 
Often grows through the e'tldSt Of his rights SS t 
citizen m both communities 
?   Faculty   members   and   University   officials must 
m sure agamst the use of Unrvtrsity power to curtat 
tf-is tiprtssron 
B Urttvtnrty fctfhortty and CM Penalties 
When a studtnt violates the law through his off campus 
ectiwtits Unr»«srtyolfioatsmtyappnsthimc4sou»t«ol 
legal counsel and may offer other assistance 
1   Students who vtouile the law m the course of their 
off campus activities wiH incur penalties prescribed 
by awl authonlts   but Umvtrnty authority w»ll 
ntvtr be used to merely duphcate Iht function of 
gtntral laws 
?   Tht University s special authonty will be assarted 
only where rls interests as en academe community 
art distinctly and dtarfy invoNed • 
3   If a student violates Unrvtrsity regulations at a 
result of ms   off campus activity (regulations con 
cernmg class attendance for eiampit) ht w* bt 
subrtct to no greater penalty then woutd normtty 
bt impostd 
IV. UMVEftSITV POLICIES. REGULATIONS. AND SANCTIONS 
A PohcMs 
1 Academic Honesty Pokey IStt Attachment 1) 
2 Housing 
a   On campus students have the eulhonty to parto 
pate in the citation of at University rtsidenct hall 
policies   affecting   their   personal   lives    This 
authonty includes the r*jht to adopt rules and 
regulations and lo impose sanctions for violations 
Ihese provisions must not conflict with any speofi 
cations of ths Code, the Pesrfence Hat Manual, or 
the eppkcebie City. Siatt or Federal Codes (Note 
Al   other   general   residence   hall   pofccits art 
included in the Housing Manual published anrtueey 
by Iht Studtnt Affairs Council 
Undtrgraduatt students art required to reside in Unrvtrsity 
owned Wving units as a condition of enrollment unless they art 
commuting daily Irom the homes of their parents, guardians or 
spouses or unless they have attained Junior class standing on 
or before the first day of classes lor Fat Quarter The housing 
acctptanct Agietment is a Contract lor the entire Academic 
•ear For me purposes of this regulation, a home is deleted as 
ihe actual and regular place of residence Hi the corwrwirty m 
which the parent guarckan or spouse is ekgtbtt to register to 
vote, a guaroven is defined as a person awarded legal guard 
uriship by a court of competent funsdictron 
3 Residence Hat Pokey on Search of living Units 
a AJ residence hat sleft members are authorized to 
periodically inspect (he rooms essajntd to the*- 
Thtst inspections are to insure that Iht occupants 
ait obstrvng Ihe standards of saftty and hygiene 
tht luits and regulations of each hall, and the re 
Quwements of pertinent public laws 
b The times for thtst inspections wit be posted and 
at no time during this procedure shag the staff 
member open desks burttus. closets, or eiarmne 
tht personal tf'Ms of tht rtsidtnts of the room 
•See Section V. Part C 
c   If a stall member learns that a student is allegedly 
m possession of contraband • ht wiH immediately 
notify Iht Director or Assistant Director and mform 
him o' at reletant lasts and circumstances 
d it Iht D-tctot of Assistant Director has reason to 
believe tht allegations, he shall conduct a starch 
ol the premises after obtaining the resident's 
permission 
g   Iht Director or Assistant Director shaa enter the 
room and conduct a starch for the specific items 
of contraband This starch shad tm conducted in 
the presence of the room resident and with the 
assistance Of another member ol the rtsidenct 
hat staff An accurate written inventory shai be 
sept of at items seized 
'   it the student m Question cannot be found, a Rtv 
dent Adviser or another person designated by the 
(.Vector or Assistant Director will be posted at tht 
dtor of tht student s room until ht returns 
g  After the studtnt has consented to the starch, it 
wit be conducted accor*ng to the procedures 
described above 
h  The Director win deirvtr a» seized items, together 
with a written report of the incident, to appro 
prujlt authority 
i   if tht studtnt   refuses to grant permission to 
starch the Director or Assistant Director wit order 
the room cleared of all persons secure the room, 
and notify the O-tctor of Campus Saftty The 
Safety Qutctor wit assume full control and dsrac 
hon oi the matter and decide if a search warrant 
should be obtained 
Note For purposes of this pokey, all fraternity end sorority 
Houstmothtrs will havt tht samp rights and ratpontibrthts 
as thost of a Rts-dnt Admier The duties of the Director or 
Assistant Director wit bt assumed by the Ottn or Students or 
his des<nate 
4 UnoM Accounts 
a Unpaid Unrvtrsity accounts may preclude regis 
nation for the ensuing quarter Arrangements for 
satisfactory settlement ol these accounts can be 
madt wth tht Othce of the Bunar 
b Students who have checks returned to tht Bursar's 
Office fw msuHcient tunds ml be tfvirged a 
service fee for each check-retumed 
I. Rtgulalitni 
in dtvtiopmg rtsponpbrt student conduct rAsophnary pro- 
ceedings play a substantiaty secondary rose to aiampft. 
counsttng guidance and admonition At tht same lime, the 
Unrvtrrwl* has a duty and the COrotary drscrpkrsary power to 
protect its educational purpose by setting standards of 
schpiershp and conduct for its students and by regulating 
the use of Univtrvty faoMWl hs general Unrvtrsity 
div .print than bt i-miied to conduct adversely affecting the 
University's pursurt of its educational mission 
The fotowmg misconduct rs supyect to ductptnary acton 
end or rrimtval prosecution m the end courts 
1 Obstruction or drsnrphpn of ttttfwif, rtetaroh. 
administration. drK«knary procedures or other (Jnt- 
veisrty activities. mcfcioVig its pwbac sennet hartc- 
twns or other authorized artrrtbtt on Unrvtrsity 
owned or controlled property. 
2 Physrcal abuse or detention of any person on Urn 
varsrty owned Or COWtroted property or at Urn 
■ersrty sponsored or supervised functions or 
conduct or eiprestron - verbal or written - wNch 
threatens or endangers the hearth or safety Ol any 
Such ptrton. 
3 Thptt of or damage to property ol the Urwversrty or e 
member of the Unrvtrsity constantly or campus 
visitor 
4 Urukvthonied entry to or use 0» UniverSTty faO*t»S- 
5 Violation ol university DOkots or of campus tgv 
letions concerrurvj the registration of organuahons, 
the use of Unrvtrsity facdrhes. or tht time place 
and manner of pubkc expression 
6 Violation ol the University Mousmg Open House 
Pokey end Or rules governing residence m Urwve* 
sity owned or eontroted prtjperty. 
7 rnterftrenct wrth the proper educational functions 
and the appropriate educational cseisate of tht urn 
■ersrty t» oftscent or otsordtrly conduct nCSMgilH 
ardang or abetting another to breach tht peace m 
University owned or eontroted property or at Un* 
vtrstty sponsored or supennsad functions. 
8 itagjai use. perssession, or distribution of narcotics or 
drugs, such as rnertuana and drysergie aodditthyiB 
mde (ISO), 
9 Fature to comply wrtr. directions of University 
officials, members erf tht Safety Staff, or any other 
law enforcement officers acting m the performance 
Of their du1.es 
10 Obstruction of tht fret flow and Orderly movernerrt 
of pedestrian or vehpcuu- traffc 
11 Mtgjai or unauthorized possession or use of flra- 
armi. eiprosrvts other weapons, charrucals. Of fire 
trtinguishari on Unrvfuly prrjperty. 
12. Al forrnt of duhoneaty  These inckrdt cheating, 
pleajantm, knoMtnfry fumithirvj false informal ion to 
tht University   and the forgery, aft tr at ion. or use of 
University docurnenls or instruments of rtantrft 
cation with the intent to dafrtud: 
13 Violation of murMcasei. Matt, or federal law on urn 
varsity prtmnei or m residenct hats 
•Ccntraband >s dehnad as any personal propprty wfteh is 
unauthorurad and'or illegal under tht rules and regulations of 
the residence hag. the provisions of the Unrvarirty Coda, tht 
ordinances of the City of Bowling Green. Ohio, or the laws of 
the State erf Onto or the Unrted Slates 
'Items 1 through ] 1 prp reprinted from the Bpwkng Green 
State Unrvtrsity document entitled    Procedures 4   Rpgu 
letions  Governing  Students, Staff. Faculty, ft Vnvtori'' 
(Revise* September. 1969) 
C fan mi ii 
A student found guilty of a provision of this Coda wit be 
subrtct to ona or more of the following senctons * 
1 Warnmg Oral or t/fltttn nonce that the continuation 
or repetition of wrpnfful conduct wrthm a sptohed 
penod ol time may be cause tor more severe ducrp- 
hnpry action 
2 Censure A written reprimand for notation of 
specified University regulations 
3 Restitution The replactment cost and/or an 
assigned work protect to restore oi replace 
damaged or stole" property 
4 fine No hnt shai e-cetd S200 per violation 
5 Oisophnary Probation Disciplinary probation is 
pumtrve action taken agamst a studtnt for violation 
of University pokaas as stated m The Studtnt Coat 
and'or University rules and regulations Generally 
speaking a siudent is placed on (hsopknery pro- 
bation to impress upon lum the stnousness of the 
violation and lo remind the student that such con- 
duct is not m neaping with the educational mission 
of the Unrversrty 
A student receiving such pumtrve action is (1) 
plaed on disciplinary probation lor a definite penod 
of time and i2i loses specified privileges Upon 
termination of the penod ol probation, the lost privil- 
eges are restored automatically, provided the stu 
dent has compted wrth the terms and conditions of 
tht probation Being placed on disciplinary pro- 
bation is not recorded on tht student s permanent 
rtcord 
To distinguish between types of violations 
probation can have two degrees of severity - 
disciplinary probation    end   'Strict disciplinary pro 
bet >on     -Ondpwwy   probation"  would  inehide 
restrictions relating to the particular violation e g a 
restriction for violating tht open house pokey woutd 
be no participation in open house m any residence 
hat. Maintaining the restrictions is completely up to 
the student    -Strict disciplinary probation" could 
include such restrictions is 
a   no active participation m eitracunrculer activities 
a student may continue membership, but n not 
permitted to hold office or comrmttea chat 
m»n ship. 
b no participation as a player m rntercoitegiatt 
events or mtramurai actwies 
c   cancellation of scholarships, loans grants maid or 
no Student emptoymtnt tor the duration of the pro 
bat ton 
C   cancellation ol scholarships, loans grinU mex) or 
no student employment tor the duration of the 
probation, 
d other restrictions deempd necessary 
Further notations of any rules, regulations, and 
pokoes whwa the student is on disciplinary probation 
would result m being pieced on strict disapsnary pro- 
bation'' or immediate suspension Further violations of 
any rukss. regulations and pokoas while the student in 
on   -stnet   diSCt>linary   prppalion"   wouk)   result   m 
rmmediaie suspension or etpuhvon 
6   Suspension    delusion   from   classes   and   other 
privtages or activities at specified m the sus 
penaaon notice The oenod of suspension writ not 
euead ont academe year 
'   Espuision A siudent who has bean etpeted for 
disciplinary reasons may be readmitted to the Urn 
versity after a separation of at least one tnt»t aca 
demrc year Ha wit be considered fw rtadrmssion 
on tht same basis of Higrbikty as a student who has 
voluntarily left Iht University for a similar period ol 
hme 
•■NOTE   Sanctions imposed by tht faculty for   acadenvc 
deficiency and dishonesty unsiudrng loss of privileges, pro 
baton, suspension and dismissal) are subject to faculty regu 
unions ti compliance with the gtneraty accepted standards of 
academic   performance    (Sea   Academic   Honesty 
Poacy-AttachiTent I) Accord ngty. academic sanctions are 
not witfun the rules and procedures outlined above 
V. JUMaTCTTON ft PfeOaDUtKS 
K AwwUfl" 
1 Residence Hail ArdcuM Boards have ongmal runs 
raction m al casts awrahmg the violation of a 
specific hears regulations or the violation of rules 
applying scaafy lo tht resrdence heat Where the 
runsdkcbon of the iresidenct Hal Board is not 
apparent, tht cast mg be ntferred to the Oftct of 
tht Dean pf Students 
2 Traffic Board has ongrnal funsdsctron over at stu 
dent violations of Unrversrty traffic and parting 
regulations These refutations are enumerated m 
ma ducurnent emitted Motor Vehtcst Ihsgusatrons' 
Traffic Board has no euiolnle (unschebon artTvougri 
it may serve other duties as outlined or specihed m 
the Student Body Constitution 
3 Student Arbitration Board 
a Tht Student ArtMratron Board wrt handle at cases 
refe-td to it by the Dean of Students Offset ft 
shai also serve as an appetait body over al rt* 
dance hat boards. Panheteivc Counc* and inter 
fraternity Council ArtKial Boards and Traffic 
Board 
b The power of thn Board that be to recommend 
any course Of Urvvenfty dsscrpknary action to the 
Dean pf Sluotnts. tor impremtnt ation 
c The Board shai consraJ of hve student rremOeu 
appornted by the Student Body President and 
eoproved by tht Student Body Organization A 
faculty advisor shai be appornted by the President 
of tha University 
putts vnttvn the UiirtPIPty wrrvmt/nrty At parties 
to the rAsputa we be bound by the dec von wit h 
tha rigm of appeal 
a The Board may gwe advisory deoraom on issues 
rtferred to rt that are not before any tuotaeJ body 
Such opinions may not bt bmdkrig 
a Convpoomon Tht Studtnt Appeals Board shea 
consist pf two students, two faculty rrssmbars, 
t ogtrher wrth one attarnptt m etch category ant 
lo bo appornted try the Student Body O-ganuat ion 
the Faculty Senate, and the PrarprJant of tht Um 
vtrsrty iataa>Jitaa| 
b Function The Appetis totrd seel strvt scwMy as 
an tppttife body it await net on al ippnu from 
tha Siudent Arbrtratspn Bonrd if the case m ques 
hon ongmat ed it the Board 
c Tha Student Appeals Board may rule, at its 
ckscrttion. on appeal horn the Student ArOrtre- 
faon Board if tha partrouhu case orewsattd m ■ 
tower rudrciai body 
d The Student Appeals Botrd w*t renew the records 
involved it may reverse or arnrm tha deosspn of 
tht previou s yurAoal body 
a Feval Re-ew Al deoaapna of the Appeass Board 
may be MB l Hi I to the Presrdont of tht Unwar 
t»y 
5. An apptti from a dracaann by tha ntbel heenng 
botrd may bo made by the defendant (or person 
charged) to the appropriate appttate body wrtfun 
Ian Urvversity calendar days of the decision 
a An appeal shai be limited to a renew of the ful 
report submitted by the haanne, board Tha 
purpose of the appeal is lo deter mint whetfser t he 
mitial hearing board acted foirty m hght of tht 
charges and evidence presented 
b An appeal may not result n a more severe sane 
Iron tor the accused student 
C AH appeals meat ba heard tjitftn thirty (30) Urn 
vtrsrty Ca^swawf days of the aufjai heenng 
6 Al jsfdroa) bodies wrthrn tht University may 
formulate procedural rules cctiststant with the pro 
visions ol thrs Code 
7 JewTCsw bodies may grve advisory oprwons on issues 
wtthm their (unsdictions providing these issues 
fuivt not been brought before any other ruovoal 
body and do not involve notations of Unrversrty 
regulations Such opinions shel not be brndkng on 
the party making the request and may not be used 
as a precedent A future procteckngs 
ft Procedures 
1 Rtftiiel of Case (on campus) 
Any student. University errrployte. or other person may 
report suspected violations ol this Code lo the Crtnce of 
tha Dean of Students 
a if tht Dean of Students has reason lo behove 
these facts constitute a Code notation, ha wrl 
contact the alleged student offend* - m wntrng 
or m person - to schedule an mtannaw 
b At the interview tht Dean ml present Ihe student 
with written charges and wit advise lam of his nghi 
to have tht alleged noiaton hoard by either the 
Dean or the Student Arbrtretion Board 
c The Dean wit mtorm tht student of the sanctions 
involved shouro ht (the accused) enter a plea of 
gutty by the Board 
d Tht accused student will make hrs decision m 
writing 
t If Iht accused studtnt s charges art heard by the 
Dean, the case may bt handled m one of two ways 
(I) nonpunitnre counseling or (2) punitive 
correctional action Tha Dean may consult proles 
SKmal personnel from the Counseling Canter or 
Medieal Canter to assist m either disposriipn 
I If the student chooses to havt his case hterd by 
the Siudent Arbriration Board (ha Dean of Stu 
dents wdl refer tht cast to tht Sacrttery o' the 
Board 
2 Because Iht locus is on tha education of the 
students, drsapsnary heanngs are conducted as 
mlormel   inquires   and   do   not   foftow   formalized 
courtroom procedures Decisions it such heanngs 
wiH ba limited to evidence introduced therein If a 
siudent has bean prooeny notified ol t hatntaj end 
fails to appear he may be temporarily suspended by 
tht Dam of Students until ht reoutsts and appatrs 
at a nee heenng, provided no justi'ebe eicute ms 
• accepted by the Board or Dean 
3 The following procedural safeguards wdl be fol 
towed m hpanngs when could result ■» probation. 
suspension, or eipuisaan of the accused 
a  Tha accused student wd have the ntht to be 
atsnted by an adviser of hrs cnorce 
b  The Burden of proof rests on tha official bringing 
the charge 
c Tha accused student has tha right to present an- 
dance and rntneaaaa m tea otm behalf 
d   Tht Dean or tht Boert shall keep a record of the 
heenng. 
e  Tht student shai ba advised of his nght to appeal 
the Dta«'s or tht Arbitration Boardt dOoston to 
the Student Appeals Board 
l  The Board must grve the student a wntten eipiana 
lion of tha reasons tor the disposition 
4 Refenal of Case (off campus) 
a in at cases involving woiabons of the law on 
campus and m whsoh an arrott hat bean affected. 
Campus Safety will bnng the parson m woMtion 
before the Court of Common Pvaas. or other local 
court of competent lurnActron * 
b   InatWhtrUwviC^tKinscccurtirvjonthtampus. 
the matter should be referred to the Ottn of Stu 
dents lor further investigation end hendkng 
•Oho Revised Coda 334*04 
C Temporary tui|itatafi 
In the rare cans where t student has alegajr) violated the 
law ti the courst of hu oft campus behave* and whet tht 
Lkwrtrsitys interest as an academic community ra dis 
tnctty and deer* involved. (See III B-page ft) tht 
fotowmg procedures wrl bt fofrowad 
1 When the student's case has progrtssed to the 
indictment stage or after an information hat bean 
hied by the prosecuting attorney the Dean of Stu 
dents she! cat a heenng to be conducted by Via 
President s Advisory Council TNs htarmg shook] be 
fvttd n tht presence of the student (if he n avat- 
aotei and mutt comply with the elements of due 
proctss outsned ■ this Code ••• 
2 Pr<v to tht htarng. the Dean of Students must give 
tht student wntten notice of the hme. piece and 
date af the meeting and pf the fjrjgttjfe nature of tha 
alleged violation with which ht has Been chtrged 
3 PAC wrl renew al csnatristtnces surrounding tht 
ateged vxXat.cn end will dtodt wfvathor tht inter 
tsts of the academic community leourra Of war-art 
temporary suspension 
a Tht student we receive a wntten record of the 
hearing and of PAC's decision on the case 
b Copes of each wit be sent to the Dean pf Stu 
dents and tte President of the Itonersrty 
4 A studtnis suspense wit bt -evoked immediately 
if ha rs acquitted of tha charges or if the case 
agamst ham is dropped 
&  If a student is convicted n the court trial, tha Dean 
of Students wit consult wrth appropnatt agency 
it g    Probation   Oeparlmtnl    Prosecutor! and 
present   h.s rracomrnendatcrn to PAC   Tha pro 
ceoure it foftoned whether or not the student was 
previously tajtpr/nded 
6 PAC tag serve as the final review body and shall 
recommend to 
a   Contsnue or revoke current suspension. 
b   Suspend the student for an indefinite period of 
hme. 
c   Permit the studtnt to continue matriculation at tht 
7. PACj recommeodation on   suspeneron « trans 
nvfted to the Prevdent of the Unrvtrssty tor rtujl 
actron 
" "Tht President wrl not set as a member of tht PAC whan rt 
convenes for the purposes sat forth m thrs stetson. 
ft ■■■■■■■ i miiin 
LJnapr But speoel orcumstances described m ttvs para 
r aph the President end/or his eipresefy dts«nattd rapre 
tentative has the autfwrrty to surnrrssuwy suspend a stu 
dent Thrs authonty shaa be enteoaad only m meet situa 
Horn m wtveh a student's bahawor a afasgatly m wokjhon 
of Section IV. ft 13 ol tht Student Code end where sucn 
aerated m^conduet occurs on tha pmrrvses of the Un. 
versity and poses a dear and rmmedsete threat of ■ubtten 
hat anaVof irapaYabst rnpjry to persons and/or such 
damege to property as is deemed Musty to result m marc 
cestruchon of tducationef processes or to constitute ■ sub- 
stantial threat to tut heatth and 'or fate of per som 
1 If summary suspension is rmroked. tht Ofhct of tht 
President wrtfun 24 hours of mvcwmg tht sus 
ptntJOA shat ccntacl the suspended student and 
presen t hen with • written statement of the spec* 
he chargt agenst rum rctuchng a summary of tht 
tuatjrta upon ttuch tha cfMrga • bteed in 
Moytron. this statemrmt vnl acMee the stuatM of 
h« rvjht to a htanng btfort the Unrvtrwty ApaeeH 
aoerd on or before the fifth cefsndar dty fceowu, 
the suspenpon order Tha ttrAQnyewt wal afao 
sswofy Iht hme and ptect of ttw htarng and artcu 
Ujte the eltments of due process, found m Sectwi 
v 8. 3 of the Student Code to wfveh tht Stuatnt 
wal ba entitled g the heating. 
2 W suspended student shel aiso be adunad mal ht 
has tht option of rather 
a rrAMestng tht ccnverwig of the reamg pnor to 
He hfth caaindtt dty upon 24 hours wntten 
notice to tht Chairman of tht Arapttts Board; or 
l not to euaed hue work 
mg days Thn statement wit bt delivered 
perscaPy to the suspended studtnt or if hn 
whereabouts art urtnown and uruysr^rtavnaCte. 
left at tht ptect o* his rJc-rUng Gret" residence 
3 Tht Appeals Board wdl hear tht staged meat on .« 
accctdence vnth its rusts of proctourt and the ale 
ments of due proctss emrmerated ti Sechon V. B. 3 
ia I) of the Student Coda 
4 If tha Appeals Board hnds by a proponderanca of 
the evidence that tht suspended student com 
-mtted the act m question, tht suspension shat be 
continued m effect tor a period of time lo be deter 
mtied by tht Appeals Board in no case howevtr. 
wrl tht suspension penod eiceed by more than ont 
year the date of tht orrgtsal suspension order In 
reaching its decision, the Appeals Board wrl wrngh 
and cornrder whet rt determines to bt tht best eiter 
etts of both the suspended student and the tea 
dorrac communrty at large 
i   Should trva Appeals Board find that the student did 
not commit the act for which he was sumrnanty sus 
ptndod the suspension shat be revoked and the 
student imrreoujtety reinstated without acederrvc or 
other penally 
6  Appeal of the ruang of tha Appeers Board may bt 
takt« by the student to PAC whose dexermtujtion 
on tha issue of suspension thai be hnai subrtct 
ont, to the right of the egg'eved student to appeal 
any adverse rubng to the P-tsdent   Neither the 
President nor ids davgnate sneH st on PAC when it 
i an appeals board 
(NOTE If the Prritrdant isaupd the onginjl SuSptntiOn order 
appeal wal tt oirectty with the Board of Trustees: 
VI   AiatftDfrKNT PPOCEDUftE 
A Any rrembar of Ihe Uruvtrtity community may recom- 
mend a ghanga of this Coda to me Student Affana Affneory 
Board If rt rs endorsed the proposal and any appropnate 
rtconvnvfndat'ons will bo forviartipd to the President 
I  Tha University Preeident will present the prcooted 
amrtncrmarit to V* Boe-d of    -s:ees 
C If tha amtnoment s aooptad by the Board, it wal bt 
adopted mto tha Code and officially announced to the 
entire Urvversity community 
uWTVfMTTY POUCT OM ACAOCMtC HOttESTY 
OBXCTtVtl 
1 To communcpto to at' mamppri pf the Unrvprtrty 
community the ecnvKtion of the Jiivt'Srty and its faculty 
that cheating and ptfjgutnsm am oasv-cti vt to the central 
pu'posts of the Unrvtrsity and art unrvfsaiiy dlt 
approved 
2 To state procedures tor accompHafung the above obractive 
by students faculty, academe deans, and the Unrvartrty 
Academe Honesty Committee 
PMC&WBIS 
1 Both Students tnd faculty snoukl mrtuita d'KUSS<ons 
whsch will wad to the elevation of University mores o- 
creating and pfejiantm 
2 Each faculty member should include in his introduction tc a 
course 
(a) A statement of h« ppboes with regard to cheating and 
piagtansm. 
(bi Statements about eummations mthm the specific 
coune. eg  frequency hnds. importance 
(c) Tha statement that every instance of dishonesty as 
dtt.r.eo m tai wit be reported as describee elsewhere 
m thrs OOhcv 
3 Insofar as possible, temptations lo potential noiaiors 
- should bt removed Specific suggestions induce 
(al Only new tests should bt used Stmpsts of courst 
tests may be feed m tht Univtruty Lrbrery The U 
brary ml recent, hkt and maht available to students 
through tht Closed Btstrvt System al tests for 
warded try Iht teaching faculty but ml not actively pro 
- curt or permanentN retain such tests (Unless other 
wise requested by a teaching department, "the normal 
retentcn period ml not eiceed five vters I 
(b) When test items art sinvlar to those used m tht past. 
strict security should bt observed so that coots of 
such items am not taken Irom the test area 
<c) Testing of lergt grows should be held n places other 
than rooms with htjh density seating 
id) Inert should bt provision of sufficient proctors for the 
group being tested Assistance should ba provided by 
instructors tnd where necessary   by student eswst 
ants 
4 faculty mtmbtrs should eitmplrfy the highest levels of 
academic honesty at at times 
5 Cases of acadtmx dishonesty shall tx reported lo the 
Dean of tht College n which the student is enroled and lo 
Ihe Dean of Iht Cottgt m which tht course rs taught. and 
to Ihe Dtan of Students, trthtr by Iht instructor or by a 
studtnt HI tht class whtrt tht incident occurs A mpmor 
andum stating tht naturt of tf» report and tht disposition 
of tht use shat bt sent to the Axadtmrc Honesty Com 
rmttee and to tht Dean ol Students by the student s 
Dtan 
6 Ptnattits for offenses era dttmeo as follows 
Eipuhuon 
Dismissal wrth no prowsion for itadmtssion 
Dismissal for slattd penod of timt 
After tht time has etapstd tht studtnt may apply 
lor rtadmrssion on same basis as any student 
entering from another school 
Suspension for a staled penod of time 
May not regtste- agam unit stated period of time 
has elapsed The student is suoreci to al regu 
lat«ons dealing with hrs status al tht hme ol sus 
pension eg   acadtm* warning 
Suspended penalty » 
Where any of the three penalties defined above 
havt been totally or wlusty suspended a student 
who subsequently violates the acjdem« honesty 
pokey is subrtct not only to tht ptnalty prescribed 
tor that subsequent offense but also Ihe sus 
ptndtd portion of tht previously imposed penalty 
Failure m course 
Tht student should be withdrawn from the course 
and a giadt of Wf assigned 
fature m part ol a courst (test paper, etc ) 
m accordance with practices of instructor 
Mr* | 
Assigned by the Acedtmic Dtan Facts ait 
recorded in student s record 
Each penalty shat be considered to bt a punishment of 
greettr degree than the punishments ksted below rt 
(assuming dismissal tune is it least as long as suspension 
hme) 
7 Perumts lor hrst offenses shat bt m accordance with tht 
lotomng table 
Of rt rest             kMNiuuM UAIWUM OPiGINAl 
PENALTY f^NAlTV *U«lSfXTiOr* 
Cheating c          Fatut on test FaaurtncounM InMmcIor 
pUaparism m          c* asugnmr/nt m count 
IMS or one. 
assenmtnit • t 
COurSt 
Staeimg our*      Suspension f m Osmsaailor Students 
caing or sttni   two Quarters three years* an Academe Dean 
eianvsatem, or 
ttemmatnyi boohs -ii' proctePngs 
Substitution in      Warning i for Suspension!« StudtntS 
class lor a           substitute) ore year Atadtm< Oea" 
Ugmhctnt ptnod Fawir* m court* 
without                    ' I* enrottt ■ 
Sutr.tKi.T-oi. ■ »r> Suspension foi GVsmaaei lor Students 
••amrnaton         twoouariers ont year AtatemKOeari 
Omticheatng     Werrvng Susptmjon'o- Shretnts 
two quart en' Acadtrrvc Dean 
For second offenses, the maumum penalty may bt 
increased to a longer penod of suspension or dismissal or to a 
greater degree of punishment One year is defined as four 
consecutive Quarters * 
8 In any case in whrch the r^enaity for the alleged oiltnst is 
suspension or ttpuipon the AcademK Dean having 
original jurisdiction shall bt -eouired bafora making p 
decision to mform the Dean pf Students that tht student 
has been charged with tha offense Tha Dean of Students 
shat supply the Academe Dean having runscactcn wrth any 
Ufa vent information and may mate a lecornmendation as 
(o the ontpoartcn of tht case The penalty g) to be deter 
mrned by the Academic Dean having original runtovction 
The Penalty Shat bagrn imrrvtdultefy upon the notification 
Of tht student m writing of its isstss^-t urvatrja 
appealed rf appealed, the tstttavnant « to ba wrthhakj 
unW cprrv>et>on of tha appoaii process If the ongvnai 
decision is uofst< the penalty wit be effective as of tht 
onfrnei data of notification if. during tha penod of the hear- 
tig or tha apptti a Quarter or term ends grades and 
credits of the student shat bt mthhthj penpmg final reso- 
lution of tha cat* 
9 Tht university Academic Hpruagty Committee thai have 
■MiMli ru«tPKtion m cases of academy tvjrujntjgtv png 
that eetabhah us own procedural rules  The Arademrc 
Dean ■ • ppruue, rret nferm tha studtnt n 
writing of fuanght to soot* An appeal mutt MnrMted* 
writing M drtaenppd bafOvr wrthm tan aa>ja of the date on 
wheh p., jtyop,,, recerves nc*ca o* the penerty Anaapeex 
rnty bt bated on new andence or on procprAtW arrors n 
tha piKtatirgj byjaSjgj to the IIIIIITI > pf the rtsnatty 
AgfaOfM are to ba tent by the MM in wnt^n form to the 
Commrttea. with copes to bt hied wrth me Dean of tha 
Ccwtgt n vzfuch tha studtnt ra enrpftM. and the Dean pf 
the Cptuft m tttch tha course is taught The Canuwatpn 
shat fwvt the authority to rvfitte ■ rewaw of any catt. <f rt 
» of a ctee «• noua. The Acadtmx Horvtety 
Commrftee snail have tfe power to suapano a ptnatty * 
wectaor m part and to i-eoat tatropnata oondmone M 
cctotary T>n power mpy be neroead aether uppn recom 
manatDon of mt Dean who .mpostd the penalty pr an tha 
count of tha revew pf a cast by tha Committee '**• 
appeal runaoKton n any caaa rsyats with the Prarpdant of 
the Umvtrnty 
10. TVta statement pf pptcy ahat bt putkentd whtnever 
prarayjest as at aaktctst of the Student and Faculty riant* 
rtidof, Nanwrnbar I, It74, Th. M Ntm/h|i 7 
Bolivian president fights revolt 
LA PAZ. Bolivia lAP)- 
President Hugo Banter 
Suarez personally led a 
contingent of soldiers to 
squash a military and civil- 
ian revolt in the eastern city 
of Santa Cruz yesterday, the 
government said. 
"Tranquility reigns in 
Santa Cruz." officials 
announced Shortly after 
that, rebel radio stations 
ceased broadcasting from 
the city 330 miles east of La 
Paz 
The    government    said 
Banter's loyal army and air 
force troops retook the 
central square of Santa 
Crux, scene of an earlier 
rebel demonstration, and 
began a "clean-up opera- 
tion." There was no mention 
of casualties. 
BANZER, an army 
colonel, took power three 
years ago with a bloody coup 
that also began in Santa 
Cruz, the oil and agriculture 
center of Bolivia. Since 
then, he has resisted more 
than a dozen plots against 
his right-wing and harshly 
anti-Communist regime. 
The latest revolt began in 
the early morning hours in a 
ranger regiment 
Several radio stations 
under rebel control broad- 
cast calls for citizens to 
gather and demonstrate. 
They claimed the rebels had 
taken the Santa Cruz City 
Hall and police sation 
One of the radio networks. 
Radio Panamerica. said 
Banter    was   accused    of 
"maladministration'' and 
that the rebels planned to 
revive nationalism in 
Bolivia. It said former 
Minister of Public Health 
Carlos Valverde Bar ben 
was their "undisputed 
leader " 
The joint military 
command in La Pat said two 
generals. Julio Prado 
Montano and Orlando 
Alvaret. also were leading 
the insurrection. Prado's 
son. Maj. Gary Prado. led a 
futile attempt to overthrow 
Banter in June 
New terrorists hit Argentina 
BUENOS AIRES. 
Argentina (API-Outlawed 
Marxist guerrillas flouted 
Argentina's new state of 
siege yesterday, killing an 
army officer, burning mili- 
tary vehicles and raiding a 
busy commuter railroad 
station. 
The attacks were 
apparently a refusal of 
terrorists to accept the 
broad powers assumed 
Wednesday by President 
Isabel Peron to end what the 
government called an 
"inhuman and criminal ter- 
rorist plan against the entire 
nation " 
Maj Nestor Horacio 
Lopez, a military high 
school instructor, was 
machine-gunned to death 
and a military guard 
seriously wounded in a guer- 
rilla ambush as Lopez was 
getting into his car. 
Police   sources   said   at 
least 18 army buses parked 
in a factory lot 20 miles 
north of here were virtually 
destroyed by bombs and 
fire 
They attributed the raid to 
the outlawed People's 
Revolutionary Army 
(ERPt 
POLICE SAID an ERP 
group also took control of 
suburban Avellaneda 
railway station at gunpoint 
briefly to hand out revolu- 
tionary propaganda and 
spray-paint walls with anti- 
government slogans. 
Then federal police 
announced that bomb 
disposal experts exploded a 
charge planted in front of a 
primary school Wednesday 
night No one was injured 
The building was heavily 
damaged 
Interior Minister Alberto 
Rocambra said the state of 
siege was imposed because 
local briefs.... 
Schedules 
('lass registrations for winter and spring quarters are 
due by 5 p.m. today in the Registrar's Office The 
registration form may be turned in to the Registrar's 
Office. 110 Administration Bldg or deposited in the 
designated slot near the information window on the first 
floor 
According to the Registrar's Office, less than half of the 
expected forms had been received as of yesterday. 
This is because many students have had difficulty 
arranging a counseling session with their respective 
advisers, the Registrar's Office claimed. 
The deadline, however, has not been changed, and 
students should submit their registration forms 
Veterans Day 
The bursar's office will be working with minimal 
staffing Monday because of Veterans Day. 
Bursar Joseph Martini said yesterday only cashier 
windows will be open instead of full office staffing 
The cashiers will be available to handle payments and 
answer questions. Martini said 
Police report 
Randy Stenhouse. junior (B. A.). reported the theft of the 
fraternity flag from the flagpole in front of the Sigma Nu 
house Wednesday The flag was valued at JSO 
The man who fled Campus Safety after demolishing his 
car on State Highway 105 last Friday morning was 
arrested Tuesday 
Steven Kuehl. sophomore (Educ). will appear in 
Bowling Green Municipal Court on Nov 25 to answer to 
charges of reckless operation of an automobile, fleeing a 
police officer, and resisting a police officer. 
The car belonged to Kuehl's roommate and was not 
stolen as Campus Safety previously believed 
Meditation 
Paul Tarnoff. area coordinator for the Student 
International Meditation Society (SIMS), will present an 
introductory lecture entitled "Growth of Satisfaction and 
Happiness Through the Development of Wholeness." at 4 
and 8 p.m. Tuesday It will be in 111 South Hall, is free and 
open to the public 
Parking 
Campus Safety has employed a parking officer who will 
begin working this weekend. 
The officer will be enforcing regulations restricting 
parking in loading tones, fire lanes and reserved spaces. 
The additional officer will relieve other officers who 
enforce parking regulations on weekends. 
String Quartet 
The University String Quartet's first concert of the year 
is set for 8 p.m.. Sunday in the Recital Hall, School of 
Music. 
Composed of University faculty members Paul Makara. 
violin; Young Nam Kim. violin; Bernard Linden, viola, 
and Peter Howard, cello, the quartet will perform pieces 
by Haydn. Haieff and Dvorak. 
The free concert is open to the public. 
of anonymous threats that 
school children and teachers 
would be killed and their 
classrooms bombed 
"It was the drop of water 
that caused the glass to 
overflow." Rocamora said 
THOUSANDS OF nervous 
parents held their children 
home for the second day No 
one claimed responsibility 
for the threats 
Bombings,     kidr-apings. 
assassinations, police raids, 
ambushes on military instal 
lations and other acts of 
terrorism by left and right- 
wing opponents of the 
government began 
increasing in September 
when more than 150 
explosions rocked Buenos 
Aires over one weekend 
At least 137 people have 
died since Mrs Peron 
succeeded President Juan 
I) Peron on his death Julv 1 
Guardsman talks 
on weapon firing 
CLEVELAND (API- 
Mathew J McManus. one of 
the eight former Ohio 
National Guardsmen 
charged in the 1970 Kent 
State University shootings, 
ordered troops to (ire one 
shot into the air after he 
heard others shooting, an 
Ohio Highway Patrolman 
testified yesterday 
Sgt Douglas C Wells, the 
patrolman, said McManus 
was among 28 guardsmen he 
interviewed who said they 
fired their weapons during 
the May 4. 1970. antiwar 
demonstration 
They other seven each told 
him they fired at someone. 
Wells testified 
He also said none of the 
other defendants told him of 
hearing any firing order. 
McManus. 28. of West 
Salem and Leon H. Smith. 
27, of Beach City were 
members of Company A. 
145th Infantry, of the Guard. 
Meanwhile, the chief pro- 
secution attorney. Robert A 
Murphy, indicated the 
Justice Department may 
finish its case today, an indi- 
cation similar to that given 
by defense attorney CD 
I..iinluii- earlier yesterday 
when he said it was "a defi- 
nite possibility'' the defense 
would begin its presentation 
next week 
"We're    lining    up   our 
witnesses." Lambrossaid 
Yesterday's testimony 
included that of the last of 
those wounded. Dean 
Kahler. still a Kent State 
student, who is paralyzed 
from the waist down as a 
result of his injury that 
spring afternoon 
Credit available 
for reading clinic 
The head of the reading 
clinic at the University of 
Pennsylvania will highlight 
the University's fall reading 
and language arts 
conference Nov. 15-16 
Morton Botel, one of the 
foremost authorities in the 
reading field and author of 
many books and articles 
about reading, will speak at 
a noon luncheon Saturday. 
Nov 16. 
The conference will begin 
with an 8:45 a m address on 
"The Affective Dimension 
of Reading" by Dr Thomas 
C. Barrett, professor of edu- 
cation at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. 
Divided into five reading 
levels (primary, intermedi- 
ate, middle school and 
secondary, college and 
adult), there will be 22 
workshops at 10 am The 
workshops, which will be 
repeated one hour later, also 
include learning disabilities 
and remedial reading 
The conference, sponsored 
by the University Reading 
(.'enter, is expected to draw 
300-500 teachers and reading 
specialists Participants 
may register for both days 
and receive one hour of 
graduate or undergraduate 
academic credit, or may 
attend only the Saturday 
session. 
Seminars for those 
persons earning credit, are 
set for Friday evening and 
Saturday morning 
In-service credit 
(Saturday only) costs $15.50. 
graduate credit costs $35 
and undergraduate credit 
costs $27 
Interested persons may 
register for the conference 
by contacting Dr. Joseph S 
Nemeth 576 Education 
Bldg. or by calling 372-2551. 
ext. 325 today. 
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Chancellor, advisory committee 
deal with salaries, semesters 
By Rick Hensman 
Sufi Reporter 
The October meeting of 
the Faculty Advisory 
Committee (KAC) with the 
Chancellor of the Ohio 
Board of Regents (OBRl 
included discussions of 
budget recommendations, 
collective bargaining for 
public employes and 
calendar reform. 
A report from Dr Stuarl 
R. Uivens. professor of 
history and University 
representative to the KAC. 
said the OBR Higher Kduca 
lion Bienniel Budget 
recommendations for 1975 
77 received lengthy 
discussion 
Major budget recommen- 
dations included a marked 
percentage increase in the 
instructional subsidy pro- 
grams, increased support 
for the Ohio Instructional 
(irant program and a 
proposed lowering of the 
student-faculty ratio from 36 
to 1 to 25 to I in freshman 
survey courses as it related 
to finding and not necessa- 
rily to actual class sites. 
Another recommendation 
called for the setting of 
faculty salaries at the 60th 
percentile of the American 
Association   of   University 
iTOfcssors (AAUP) Cate- 
gory I scale for stale 
support purposes 
THIS SCALE for 1974-75 
sets pay according to rank 
Professors would receive 
$28,950. associate professors 
$20,180. assistant professors 
$16,570 and instructors 
$12,850 
These figures would 
increase an average of 
$3,000 by 1976-77 and all 
figures include about 15 per 
cent for fringe benefits. 
Dr. Givens said the Ohio 
Office of Administrative 
Services was preparing a 
bill permitting collective 
bargaining for public 
employes. The report said 
the OBR has advised that 
the legislation be geared to 
the local level unit rather 
than   being   statewide    in 
nature 
Dr. Givens said OBRis 
also drawing up legislation 
which would authorite the 
granting of planned faculty 
development projects, 
including sabbatical type 
leaves, which allow pro- 
fessors a period for indepen- 
dent study 
He said the Ohio attorney 
general has given an opinion 
that says no state funds can 
be used to support sab- 
batical programs. Dr. 
Givens said a professor 
needs an opportunity to 
"recharge your batteries, 
intellectually and profes- 
sionally " 
DR. GIVENS said Dr 
Norton also agreed to 
submit the question of 
calendar reform to OBR 
within    the    neit    three 
months 
He said the issue 
developed when Miami Uni- 
versity requested to switch 
from the quarter system to 
the semester system The 
request was refused by the 
OBR 
Dr Givens said the OBR 
seemed to think that one 
system should be applied 
statewide because it Is 
"easier to handle mechani- 
cally if you have everyone 
working on the same credit 
hours " 
He said he thinks there are 
"merits to the argument 
that schools could have a 
choice, but there should not 
be an umpteen choice of 
systems." 
Dr. Givens said the next 
meeting with the Chancellor 
will be Nov 20. 
U.A.0. Campus Movie 
WALKING TALL 
Fri. and Sat. 
Nights in 
210 Math-Science 
What are you doing spring 
quarter? Science Cluster is still an 
option. A 13-14 hr. coordinated 
program designed to meet science 
group requirements. 
There is still time to register! 
Call 2-0202 for further information. 
5:30 P.M. 
8:00 P.M. 
10:30 P.M. 
UAO Presents 
25° with 
B.G.S.U. I.D. 
Progressive Jazz 
by WEATHER REPORT 
and progressive rock by Ethos 
Nov. 18th at 8:00 p.m. in the 
Grand Ballroom 
Tickets are '3.50 
MIXES AND LARGE SELECTION OF SOFT DRINKS 
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES 
COLO BEER CARRYOUT 
PARTY FOODS & 
DELICATESSEN 
Corner Napoleon Rd. & Main St. 
SOUTH SIDE SIX 
Special: 
Vernors Ginger Ale & 1 Cal 
6 Pac 12 OZ. bottles 6 for69C plus deposit 
Quick Service 
Large Selection of 
chilled wines 
ready lor serving 
good thru November 17,1974 
STORE HOURS: 
Mon.thruThurs.9tol 
Fri. I Sat 9 'til Midnight 
Sunday 9 to 11 
BOWLING GREEN, 0. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
«W**;:™#*«T^:y" 
Pot* g/The BG News, rrisisry, Nevembet g, If 74 
Heads- 
Hats 
Hats 
Hats 
Hats 
Hats 
Get your warm Hats NOW 
- while our selection is good. 
Assorted styles and colors 
$3.00 to 8.00. Also warm mit- 
tens, gloves & scarfs. 
The Powder Puff USR,.* 
THE BROTHERS OF 
DELTA UPSILON & 
Little Sisses, would 
like to congratulate 
the 1974-75 
sweetheart 
MISS 
JANICE JONES 
t-f 
|9i  r 
Belkin Productions Presents 
RORY GALLAGHER 
Special Guests: 
ftUSH 
CARMEN 
Wed., Nov. 13 - 7:30 P.M. 
THE 
SPORTS ARENA 
Tickets: $4 advance, $5 day of show 
On sale Now AT: 
FINDER'S RECORDS 
(Bowling Green) 
■ 
One love 
Two hearts 
Three rings 
Engagement and wedding ring 
trios by Keepsake are outstanding in 
beauty and quality. Choose from our line 
Keepsako collection ot 14K gold rings 
designed by master craftsmen. 
Keepsake 
Free Keepsake Bride's Book 
with your Keepsake Diamond 
purchase from Klevers. 
Klevers Jewelry Store 
125 N. MAIN 
3536691 
UPAVZJ 
cIAZZn 
GRAY 
DISCOUNT 
DRUG STORES 
Com|  ■ • r.ption S 
352-7248 
Cool strike could bring trouble 
HUNT1NGTON, W. Va. 
(AP)-'More millionaires 
have been made in southern 
West Virginia and eastern 
Kentucky in the paat year 
than anywhere else in the 
country," says a young coal 
operator who himself has 
made a fortune in 
Appalachian black gold. 
But. he added, the bloom 
may be of f the roee. 
"We have a very unusual 
situation developing In the 
coal industry," said the 
man, who has iwiiin»»» in 
both West Vh-gtaia and 
Kentucky and who asked not 
to be identified. "We are in 
the face of a coal strike and 
the price of coal hi going 
steadily dowa." 
He said people In the 
industry "feel It's a indi- 
cation of what will follow 
the strike. They feel the 
utilities are determined to 
push prices down Into the 
low 30s or Ugh to mid 20s 
regardless of what." 
The United Mine Workers 
three-year contract with the 
coal companies expires next 
Tuesday. 
Negotiators In Washington 
have said they are 
optimistic a new agreement 
could be reached before 
Tuesday, but there would 
still be a work stoppage 
while   the   union's   110.000 
working members vote on it. 
THE PRICE of coal, be 
said, is primarily dictated 
by what the major utilities 
are willing to pay. 
"It's kind of like the 
commodity market. One 
utility needs coal and will 
pay one price while another 
company has all the coal it 
needs and won't pay that 
price. Actual supply is the 
determining factor." 
ACROSS 
1 Fire 
6 Razor 
sharpener 
11 Beau ideal 
13 Vibrates 
15 Nutriment 
16 Sap of courage 
18 Literary inks. 
IB Sweetheart 
21 Oolong 
22  and kin 
24 Suspicious: 
Colloq, 
25 Guys' dates 
26 Scene of 
Euripides plav 
28 Sup 
29 Completely 
30 Fish dish 
32 Answered 
34 Norse god 
3A Kill: Slang 
37 Savagery 
41  China 
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45 Woe is me! 
46 lntuition( for 
short 
48 Little Nell  
49 Nip's partner 
50 Set of beliefs 
52 Carplike Ash 
53 Dutch commune 
64 Author Edith 
56 Bird sound 
57 Fault 
59 Ordinary 
61 Settle 
62 Venerated 
63 Gratifies 
64 Clad 
DOWN 
1 Take an 
aggressive 
attitude 
2 On the  
3 Old 
4 Areal 
6 Access 
6 Jetted 
7 Bluefin 
8 Pealed 
9 Turkish weight 
10 Belong to 
11 Winter jackets 
12 Onion or garlic 
14 Lissome 
17 Loosened 
20 Humorist 
Edward 
23 Small elevation 
25 Spinny-flnned 
fish 
27 Gillyflower 
29 Patchwork 
item 
31 Slalom 
33 Highest 
35 Repeats 
37 Destined 
38 Got away from 
39 Inflorescences 
40 Nieuport's 
river 
42 Wheeled server 
43 Put behind bars 
44 Cooked 
47 Loud firework 
50 Upbraid 
51 Channel port 
54 Legal paper 
55 Granular snow 
58 Post-war S| 
60 Address :2Br. 
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CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Friday. November (,1974 
The Career aad Technology Department will sponsor an Open 
Photography Lab in Rm 232 of the Tech Bldg . from 7 p.m. to 10 
P in Open to the BGSU Academic Community. Chemicals are 
supplied Bring your own print paper A fee of 1.50 per session will 
be charged to your bursar's bill. 
The Bowling Green Jewish Student Group will meet tonight at 6 30 
In Prout Chapel Jewish Students will celebrate Shabbot. and Oneg 
Shabbot will follow  
UAO is offering a student discount card good for tl 00 off on any 
Toledo hockey game this season. Just stop by the UAO office on the 
3rd floor of the Union for your tree card. 
Saturday. November 9. 1974 
There will be another Open Photography Lab today in Rm 232 of 
the Tech Bldg from » am to 3 p.m. Open to the BGSU Academic 
Community. Chemicals are supplied. Bring your own print paper. A 
fee of (.50 will be charged to your bursar's bill for each session. 
The People's Chess Federation will meet In the Commuter Center 
today from 10a.m. toSp.m. 
The Manufacturing Lab . tools and machines, in the Tech Bldg, will 
be available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to any interested students and 
faculty. I Limited to 34 at a time. I Bring your own materials and 
safety glasses.  
Sunday, November 10.1*74 
Active Christians Today will meet this morning at 10 30 in the Pink 
Dogwood Suite of the Union.  
The Mythopoeic Society will meet in Rm 447 of the Math-Science 
Building at 7:00 p.m. There will be a discussion of Roger Zelaany's 
"Lord of Light" tor this month.  
The Young Socialist Alliance will meet in Rm 300 of Moaeley Hall 
tonight at7:00pm  
The Bowling Green Slate University Sailing Club will meet In Km 
303 of Hayes Hall at 7 00 Experienced sailors invited 
Rubber Bridge Tournament, sponsored by the Union Activities, will 
be held in the Alumni Roan of the Union. Sunday. Nov. 10. There 
will be one section for beginners and one for the regular players. 
Four trophies and ( prises given. $75 payable at the door 
Reservations must be made by calling 353-7574 
■ELP WANTED 
Babysitter needed part tune 
mornings 1 child 3S3-60S4 
GO GO DANCERS needed. Full 
time and part time Good pay 
The Mecca. 234 So. Mala St 
Flndlay. Ohio Call collect. 1- 
434-S2S1 or 1-423-7107 Ask for 
Rick.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Typing done Call 
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS 
WINTER. Guaranteed safety 
tor your bike with inside 
storage only $10 BUR 310 N. 
TYPING DONE 35XP4 
Aborttoa Information Service. 
Clinic very dose U area. 1-34 
weak preganry termiaated by 
licensed certified gynecologist 
Immediate arrangements will 
be made with no hassle. Call 
collect. 34 hour service 31M31- 
1567 
WANTED  
f. roommate, wtr aad spr. 364- 
im  
The Counseling Center Is 
looking for enthusiastic 
students to serve In an Advisory 
Committee The Committee 
will survey student needs and 
assist in planning counseling 
center programs. Applications 
avail at 33S Stud Serv Bldg 
3n-3sM  
1 bdrm apt. to sublease Need 
Isnmed. Ph. 353-3371 after 3 
1 male roommate, winter 4 
sprlag Univ. Courts. Call 354- 
Tsttt.  
Roommate - own bdrm tW/mo. 
1 male rmmt. needed at 1030 E. 
Wooster winter 4 spring Call 
354-4075  
1 f. roommate winter and/or 
spring. Ridge Manor 363-4306. 
1 male roommate for winter 
qlr Cherry Hill Village Call 
354-5051  
Male - to sublease apartment - 
Contact - 372-2735 before 5 
1 male roommate 649 6th St 
Apt No 3 or call Dan at 352 
0341.  
PERSONALS  
Anniversary Celebration Save 
10 to 35% with 35 purchase free 
Lottery Ticket. Vatan's. 101 N. 
Mala  
Sisters let's all get psyched, for 
the party is tonight Get out 
your dancing shoes, we're 
gonna boogie at the Goo Phoo 
Boo!  
What are you doing Spring ytr" 
Science Cluster Is still an 
option A 13-14 hr. coordinated 
program designed to meet 
Science group requirements 
There Is still time to register 
For further information call 2- 
0302 
Eng 206 Creative writing 
workshop, an opportunity to 
develop your talent as a 
beginning fiction writer or poet. 
Congratulations to Sue and Tom 
on their DZ-Sigma Chi pinning 
Two down, one to go! The 
Sisters of DelU Zeta. 
The Slaters of Delta Zeta 
congratulate Nancy and Ron on 
their engagement Best Wishes. 
Sneedl  
Turtles are supposed to move 
slowly, but not you two! 
Congratulations on your 
pinning! Love. "Mom''  
AZ's congratulate BG aad John 
on their planing! Best wtahes! 
THIS WEEK ONLY 
Free $14 SO case plus choice of 
$4 50 strap with purchase of any 
guitar in stock Little 01 de 
Musk Shoppe. 131 N. Main 
Street.  
Sisters - are yea psyched? 
We're going to rave tonight at 
the KD Dagger stagger! I'll-boa 
Sse-bswVce-bah!  
Additional experimental 
studies course offered: The 
American Dream/Nightmare la 
Modern Lit. Tees 4 Than. 34 
■»»  
The Sisters of Alpha XI. beware 
the aext time OMK won't jest 
be a scare 
Nothing Burgers forever'  
Anniversary Celebration. Save 
10 to 35% with 35 purchase free 
Lottery Ticket. Vatan's. 109 N 
Main  
FOR SALE  
Mamiya/Sekor 500 DTL shutter 
speeds B-500. F2.0. case plus 
accessories Best offer 373-3664 
or 372-5461  
69 Chevrolet Suburban Custom 
(-10 3SOV6 Auto., a'c. pwr sir . 
pwr. or., and radio, two seats 
1730 Clough Street 352-5130 
10 i 35 mobile w/t x 12 tipout 
$1900 (23-7665  
1970 Chassis Mt Camper 
complete C-46 Chevrolet w/l(' 
cab over capper Self contained 
furnace. Sleeps 6 adults. 
Excellent condition 1730Clough 
Street 352-5130    
Marvel and DC comix 71-74 
352-6033  
63 Ford Van 352-4*51  
Triumph TR4 NEW. interior, 
engine, transmission $795 352- 
7957.  
Goodyear snow tires 7 00-13 3 
mos. old 363-6053  
Sanyo tGTX-4630) Quad 11(5.00. 
371-1044  
FOR RENT  
Nicely furnished 2 bedroom 
home on Maumee River. 9 miles 
from BG $360 mo Deposit 
Refer required Call 1-3(6-4313 
Rentals. Houses k apartments 
352-9371 
Furn. 
sublea 
apt..   I   bedroom,   for 
e $145, mo Ph 352-1195 
Room and apartment 364-1413. 
Would like to sublease 
apartment to four people. 
Inquire at (36 4th St No (. after 
3 p.m.  
2 bdrm.. unfurn apt. University' 
Village Call 353-0164 
Cherry Hill Village has apt! 
Rates start $300 mo    turn 
unfurn.   qtrs   4   half 
leases avaU. Ph 352-424S Offk 
hours (-3 Mon. thru Fri Sat. 1-6-1 
After hours 4 Sun by appt. 
Napoleon Rd Suite 5. 
Farm. apt.. 2 bdrm.. 
indoor heated pool,  sauna 
Whirlpool.      Ph.      352 937B 
(Me/sBo.  
Fern. apt. 1 bdrm   (7X567 
Mskw, Nevemkwr •, 1*74, The M fews/Faf. • 
Perry learned from Brown and Hayes 
UMr'l MM: IV 
urtet m rctsrc* Pafcsa 
■  the last •< 
eawcfe D»Tt L. Perry 
Bribetakers 
Staff Writer 
Doyt L. Perry has always claimed that his coaching staff 
was responsible for his football coaching success at BG. 
It would he a tough job to try to find Perry wrong. He had 
some assistants that went on to become well-known 
"The first gay I hired was Bo Schembechler." said Perry. 
"He's the main coach at Michigan now. I brought in Bob 
Dudley. I'd met him in Columbus. I brought in Jim Ruehl 
(presently the manager at the Ice Arena) also. Than we kept 
Bruce Bellard (the current BG wrestling coach) and 
Forrest Creason was the freshman coach. 
IN HIS first year. Perry had a big hand in making the 
Toiedo-BG football rivalry the hotly-contested affair It is 
today. 
"One game I did want to win because of the rivalry was 
Doyt t. Perry, shawm kwra, was responsible for 
establishing the winning footbaN tradition at the 
University. In his sen years as head coach of the 
Falcons. BG compiled a 77-11-5 record. The 
University football field is named after him. 
Women's sports 
By I-ear I Leach 
Staff Writer 
Field Hockey 
Junior Ginny McGee has been selected to play for the 
Buckeye 11 all-star field hockey team, following her per- 
formance in the Buckeye Association tournament, which 
was held at the University last weekend 
McGee. captain of the Falcon team, will travel to Ohio 
Wesleyan this weekend with other Ohio representatives for 
practice She will play in the Great Lakes Sectional trials at 
Sauk Valley. Michigan on Friday. Nov. 15. 
BOWLING GREEN lost its first match of the Buckeye 
tournament to a strong Ohio Wesleyan team. 4-0. Wesleyan 
had nine shots on goal while BG had seven shots. 
BG played better against Ohio University, but could only 
manage a 0-0 tie. The Falcons again bad seven shots on goal, 
and BG goalie Lynn Crane had six saves. 
Swimming 
Coach Jean Campbell and her lady tankers will host the 
third annual Bowling Green Invitational Relays at 10 a.m. 
tomorrow in the Natatorium 
OTHER SCHOOLS participating in the meet are Ohio 
University. Miami. Ohio Slate Western Michigan, and 
Ashland. 
BG boasts a 1-0 record entering the meet The Falcon 
swimmers previously defeated Miami. 
Volleyball 
Both the "A" and "B" volleyball squads defeated the 
University of Toledo netters last Thursday. 
After a tight game which found the BG "B" team on top of 
TU. 15-13. the Falcons handled the Rockettes easily in the 
second contest. 15-4. 
COACH PAT Peterson said the "A" team's play was "not 
one of their better efforts." even though she described the 
Toledo team as much improved over last year. BG sipped 
past TU. 15-4. in the first game, but lost the second game, 10- 
15. 
The Falcons were leading the third game. 10-7, but lost the 
ball and found themselves trailing. 11-14. BG then regained 
possession and Gail Allen served five straight points to 
defeat TU. 16-14. Leurette Payette served nine points. 
The volleyball team will play in a quadrangular match 
this weekend at Ohio Northern in Ada. Other teams Involved 
in the match are Cedarville College and Baldwin-Wallace. 
against TU." said Perry. "Frosty England (TU s coach) 
had really beaten u= bad the year before so I considered this 
a big game for us. Heck, the first year they were all big 
"But, anyway, we beat TU JO-some to nothing and only 
had one loss and a tie with Kent, he said The neit year, we 
won the championship (MAC). Being real honest. I don't 
know bow good of a coach I was. but coming out of Ohio 
State. I knew about organising. Learned that from Paul 
Brown." 
Perry's reUuonsalp with one of the most successful high 
school, college and professional coaches of all time began 
when Perry was beginning his coaching career at Upper 
Arlington.  
Last of a series 
Brown permitted Perry to attend the Ohio State preseason 
practices, aad Perry made note of Brown's coaching 
methods. 
"ONE THING I learned from him (Brown) was the need 
for organisation. He had everything down to a few minutes 
in one drill aad a few on another." he explained. "Another 
thing about Paul Brown is that he's a disciplinarian too." 
Another coaching great whose tutelage Perry served 
under was Wayne Woodtow Hayes. Perry bad a pleasant 
IAA notes 
Entries for the all-campus 
wrestling, badminton and 
two-man volleyball tourna- 
ments are now available 
from fraternity and resident 
hall athletic chairmen, and 
also In the IM office. 101 
Memorial Hail. Entries are 
due Nov. 12, and play will 
begin Nov 18 
THE FOREIGN Invaders 
captured the independent 
soccer title by defeating the 
Rodgers Superstars, 3-2, in 
the final game last week. 
The Superstars won the 
resident hall title with a 
perfect 8-0 league record. 
The Invaders will meet the 
fraternity champion to 
determine the all-campus 
champion. 
Intramural football play- 
off games will begin 
Monday. Nov. 11. with the 
all-campus final scheduled 
for Monday. Nov. 18. at 4:15 
p.m. 
association with the highly successful and controversial 
OSU mentor. It was his three-year stay at Columbus that 
helped Perry develop his personal coaching techniques. 
"I've got the greatest respect for Woody and learned an 
awful lot from him. but shoot. I'm not like him and I can't 
coach like him." said Perry; "You've got to be yourself. I 
think you have to coach like you are. You can't copy anyone 
else. but. you take a guy like Woody Hayes, and I will say 
one thing about Woody. 
"He's the hardest worker I ever saw. He's nothing else 
but football, "beadded. 
Many people have beard Perry's philosophies on building 
a football team and winning, but rarely have his views on 
losing been expressed. Then, of course, maybe that Is 
because his teams did not lose very often. 
"I GUESS I just plain hate to lose. I wasn't too bad a loser 
when we tost. It was just the way I was All that hard work 
was down the drain if vou lost. Hell, practicing isn't worth it 
If you lose, "he said. 
Perry's method to prevent losing is an easy one-two 
lesson Rule number one says. "Don't Make Mistakes." 
while the second is "Be Prepared." 
"He always believed that the team that made the fewest 
mistakes would win." said Dudley. Perry's former chief 
assistant. "We constantly worked on eliminating mistakes. 
You don't make that costly error, rather you make the other 
team work to score. 
"There were a few mistakes that were cardinal sins. An 
offensive back fumbling or a defensive back getting beat 
deep were the two worst ones." Dudley said. 
"I REMEMBER one time a kid got beat deep (on 
defense) and Doyt never said a word. The kid just knew he 
was supposed to come back to the sidelines and take a seat." 
Dudley added 
Perry uses only one word to describe errors on the field- 
carelessness. 
Folk Music 
in the Cardinal Room 
by Catfish Myers & Woody Armenian 
Fri. and Sat. nights from 9:00-12:00 P.M. 
25c Admission — Beer is served 
Where $299 
nSfilTBuysA    * 
Complete Realisti 
Stereo Music 
System... 
. . . centered around the — STA-47 AM-FM stereo 
receiver with Quatravox» for derived 4-channel 
sound (just-add two more speakers). The LAB-12C 
3-speed automatic changer with base and $12.95 
value magnetic cartridge. Two MC-1000 acoustic 
suspension walnut veneer speaker systems 
Together . . . sensational sound! There's only one 
place you can find it   .   Radio Shack 
THIS SYSTEM 
SAVES YOU $7580 
• Realistic STA-47 AM-FM 
Stereo Receiver . . .       Reg. 199.95 
• Realistic LAB-12C Automatic 
Changer .   . Reg. 54.95 
• Two MC-1000 Speaker 
Systems w 59.95 ea. . . . Reg. 119.90 
TOTAL 374.80 
SALE $299 
and you can 
CHARGE IT 
At Radio ShacK 
Bowling Green, 0. 
g A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 
1616 E. Wooster 
Stadium Plaza Shop. Ctr. lOO*   for   '*».»   S'On In     COv*     rJe>''|*'bo'hoori 
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES 
"I'm a great believer in the single statement, 'if you can 
block and tackle and cut out mistakes, you have a good 
chance of winning.' "said Perry. 
Perry's key to success also Involves a unique preparation 
for the game. Perry said he believed a game was really the 
"final practice'' of a week, and If the team bad been 
properly motivated during the week, then a game was no 
different than the weekly practices. 
"THE BEST motivation possible for a player Is self 
motivation." Perry said. "It does no good to yell or blame a 
kid. Oh. sure. I know I did. but I never blamed an individual 
for losing a ballgame unless it was myself. 0| course, we 
didn't have as great a publicity, so I wasn't bothered as 
much." 
Summing up his thoughts about coaching Perry said. 
"Nothing succeeds like success. I didn't know this, but I do 
now If you were to talk to any of my kids, they'd tell you 
they thought they were going to win every game before they 
played Maybe I had something to do with that I don't 
know." 
k~k A A *;**********■*"* 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEE SPECIAL! 
OPENING TILL &00 ALL SEATS - $1.00 
CINEMA I NOW PLAYING! 
• EVEMKS ■ 7:00, 8:45 « 10:30 
• SAT. & SUN. MAT. • 2:00, 3:45 I 5:30 w 
1974s MOST HILARIOUS 
11 
I 
?        » t<* S U I  MI HIUUi       yt 
J   WILDEST MOVIE IS HERE!   J 
'May be the funniest movie of the 
year. Rush to see it!"   M..™,.,,, , i„bu„«. 
'A smashing, triumphant satire!' 
■Seattle Post Inteli-gomer 
[."Riotously, excruciatingly funny." 
■•<■ 
AGBBAIUEW 
MiiwiiAre Sentinel 
*•*■>*   MOTION &GTUMCQM&Y 
CINEMA II NOW PLAYING! 
EVE. 7:15 & MS- * 
SATURDAY* SUNDAY MATINEE-2:00 4 4:30 )  . 
"THE LONGEST 
YARD'S, a movie that 
' crocks ■ lot of jokes. 
-And a lot of bones. 
. Burt Reynolds stars- 
tough, sassy—and 
' always that fir*. 
The wrath ofa 
■ woman scorned starts 
. his trouble. However, 
he's got some wrath of 
"his own. And the last 
)f 45 minutes of the film 
)^ is unlike anything you 
jA. have ever seen. It will 
^ have you howling and 
^ cheering like no movie 
)f ever has. 
*     "THELONGEST 
^ YARD" is for men, for 
■V011MM1, for ovwyono. 
BURT REYNOLDS 
r"THE LONGEST YARD" 
EDDtCALBERT     R 
cos <**•>••*& ' ' 
EOUUrriRMIKECONRAn 
WIN A FREE B.G.S.U. 
AUTOGRAPHED FOOT 
BALL! REGISTER NOW 
AT THE LOCKER 
ROOM/WAWR RADIO 
OR/STADIUM CINEMA 
lit 
'mrn'mtsT 
FRIDAY & So many loves 
SATURDAY      so many lovers 
COMING SOON ■ "AIRPORT 75." "THE ODESSA FILE" 
"2001." "HARRY t TONTO." "TAKING OF PELHAM 121" 
irkin 
TONIGHT!!! 
Friday Nov. 8, 
QUART COKES 
WILL BE 
35< 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 352-5221 
X, 
BG harriers 
prepared for 
MAC title run 
By Jerry Muck 
Aiihuil Sports Editor 
Picking a winner in tomorrow's Mid-American Con- 
ference (MAC) cross-country championships is like (lipping 
a two-beaded coin No matter bow you toss it. the answer is 
always the same. 
Defending champion Eastern Michigan has everyone 
except the team trainer returning from last year's team. 
and is the overwhelming favorite. 
THE HURONS. undefeated In dual meets, nave been 
tabbed as the top team by MAC coaches, sportswritert and 
"Track and Field News." the recognized "Bible" of the 
sport 
Leading the Hurons' six returning lettermen is Gordon 
Minty. who will be seeking an unprecedented third straight 
league crown. 
Other Hurons who placed high in the MAC last season are 
junior Nick Ellis (6th). senior captain Tom Hollander (14th) 
and junior Dave Burkhart 111th). 
EMI) has made several fine showings this season, winning 
the MAC Northern Division meet and the Central Collegiate 
(CCC) meet while taking second in the Notre Dame 
Invitational 
THE FALCONS, after placing fourth in 1873, are seeking 
their first MAC title since 1969 Besides battling EMU, 
Bowling Green will find strong opposition from two other 
teams-Ball stale and Kent 
The Ball State Cardinals have four men returning from 
last year's MAC runner-up team. The two top harriers, 
sophomores Jim Needier and Jeff Shoemaker, finished one- 
two in the recent MAC Southern Division race to pace the 
Cards to the team title 
ALTHOUGH the Cards are a solid choice for second place 
again, third place appears to be up for grabs between 
Bowling Green and Kent State. 
Kent bested BG in the Southern Division meet and last 
week's Central Collegiate race, while the BG stopped Kent 
two weeks ago in the All-Ohio Championships. 
The Flashes are enjoying their best season ever. Their 8-2 
dual meet mark is marred only by tones to Ball State and 
eastern power Peitn State. 
Senior captain Dwight Kier placed tth at the MAC last 
year and leads the Kent contingent. 
Although junior Mike Irmen and freshman Marc Hunter 
usually join Kier at the bead of the pack, the Flashes are 
weak In depth. Kent's lack of strong fourth and fifth runners 
caused them to drop the All-Ohio meet to BG. 
AFTER PUTTING together back-to-back victories in the 
All-Ohio and Falcon Invitational, the Falcons suffered a 
letdown and took fourth in last week's CCC meet. 
According to BG senior captain Tom Preston, the Falcons 
will need "best" performances from each of the top five 
runners if they are to win or place high. 
BG's title hopes suffered a setback this week when sopho- 
more Gary Desjardins, the number four runner, suffered a 
leg injury. He missed three days of practice this week and is 
listed as a questionable starter. 
If he fails to compete, his spot will be filled by sophomore 
Paul Emery, who returned to practice this week after a two- 
week layoff. 
Three Falcons who are expected to place in the top 10 are 
junior transfer Tim Zumbaugh, Preston and sophomore ace 
Dan I hint on 
Also competing at Central Michigan are senior Falcon co- 
captain Bruce Vermilyea, and freshmen Dan Cartledge and 
Gary Little 
Central Michigan boasts one strong harrier in Mike Burns 
who placed fourth in last year's MAC race. He will be the 
"hometown favorite." 
ABOUT 76 runners and all 10 MAC schools will compete in 
the race, which begins at 11 a.m. on the six-mile course at 
the Riverside Golf Course in Mt Pleasant. Mich. 
Dan Dunton-Ml for MAC championships 
Junior cornarbock Art Thompson (26) attempts to tackle a Kent Stats runnoc in 
T-j _ 1.1 _ sarlisf union action. Freshman defensive tackle Alex Frosak (60) aha pursue* 
I UCfvlG iha play. Thompson, Prosak and their defensive cohorts will have thaw hands 
full tomorrow with a quick and talented Arkansas Stats loam invading Ooyt »- 
r.rry Field. 
Booters journey to N. Illinois; 
post-season berth still possible 
Bv Pete Knglrhnrl 
Staff Writer 
At this lime last year, a 
soccer match between 
Bowling Green and 
Northern Illinois University 
(Nil'l would have raised 
quile a lew eyebrows 
The Huskies were rated 
fifth in the Midwest last 
season, while BG was 
ranked sixth and number 
one in Ohio Moth squads 
were eventually selected lor 
ihe NCAA tournament 
But    graduation   losses. 
tougher schedules and 
upsets have cioded all the 
elements     o(     a     classic 
confrontation     When    the 
Falcons and N1U take Ihe 
field tomorrow at DeKalb 
there will be no high slakes 
on the line 
Instead, both teams will 
be attempting to rescue 
their seasons 
TWO WEEKS ago. the 
Falcons who were 
undefeated and ranked 
number one in the weekly 
Ohio Collegiate Soccer 
Association dH'SAi poll, 
appeared on their way to a 
third   straighl   trip  to  the 
NCAA tournament. 
However, losses to the Uni- 
versity of Akron and Ohio 
University have pushed the 
BG record down to 6-2-1. 
Northern Illinois has had a 
similar letdown from last 
year's season It's 4-2-3 
mark this year falls far 
short of the 7-2-2 record 
posted a year ago. 
Although the Falcons still 
have a slim chance of 
receiving an NCAA bid. the 
two successive losses have 
not enhanced their chances 
The HG losses were the first 
time in 30 games the booters 
have lost two in a row 
Should the Falcons fall to 
Ml the losing skid would 
mark the lirst time in 73 
games that BG has lost 
three straight games 
Any remaining hope the 
Falcons do have for an 
NCAA berth rests on the 
game with the Huskies 
Although a BG win would 
give the booters a 7-2-1 
mark, the 8-4 record of 
Cleveland State and Akron's 
5-5-1 mark against tougher 
opposition may be more 
impressive to the NCAA 
selection committee 
FALCON COACH Mickey 
Cochrane said he believes 
the Northern game is a must 
if the booters are to be 
considered for a bid. 
Because other contenders 
Indiana and Akron were 
upset last weekend. 
Cochrane said he thinks only 
top-rated St. Louis and 
Southern Illinois -Kdwards 
ville are assured of mid- 
western berths 
Cochrane also said his 
squad's performance will be 
improved over its showings 
against Akron and Ohio. 
"I just can't believe our 
kids won't perform well this 
week after all they've put 
out in practice.'' Cochrane 
said "I'd be surprised to see 
us play a bad game " 
If the Falcons are to win 
Saturday, they need a much 
improved offensive effort. 
The booter offensive pene- 
tration has been lacking the 
potency it had at the 
midpoint of the season when 
the Falcons were thoroughly 
outscoring the opposition. 
THE OFFENSIVE picture 
gets dimmer with the loss of 
all MAC forward Bob Boss 
for the season. The sopho- 
more forward injured his 
right knee in a first-half col- 
lision in the OU goal area 
last Saturday. 
The scoring chores 
against the Huskies will fall 
on the team's leading 
scorer. Steve Kittelberger. 
and senior forward Bart 
Hayden. 
On defense, the Falcons 
will get a break with the 
return of co-captain Bud 
Lewis. The senior fullback 
was injured in the 1-1 
victory over Ohio State and 
missed the last two games. 
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ASU defense stingy 
Falcons battle Indians 
ByDtskRees 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Don Nehlen had nothing 
but superlative statements 
for Arkansas State Uni- 
versity (ASU) at his weekly 
press conference yesterday 
The Indians, who will 
meet the Falcon footballers 
at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at 
Doyt L Perry FieM, are 
just that-superlative. 
Arkansas State enters the 
contest with a 4-2 record 
The two losses have come to 
Louisiana Tech. the nation's 
number one ranked college 
division team, and Lamar 
University The two ASU 
conquerers have a 15-1 
combined record 
"There's no question, 
they're a fine football 
team." Nehlen said about 
tomorrow's opponent "We 
are super-impressed with 
their team." 
THE FALCON mentor 
raved about ASU's team 
speed, especially on defense 
He has reason to. The ASU 
press guide points out that 10 
of the 11 defensive starters 
run the 40-yard dash in 4.9 or 
better 
"That's what impresses 
me-their ability to run." 
Nehlen said. "When you look 
at Arkansas State's defense, 
you can see super-great 
quickness." 
The Indian defensive unit 
had its nine leading tacklers 
return from last season 
ASU is yielding only 100.3 
yards a game on the ground 
Obviously, something will 
have to give tomorrow as 
Falcon tailback Dav* 
Preston enters the game 
with an average of 126 3 
yards per game As a team, 
BG is averaging 218 8 yards 
rushing per game 
A/VAC standings 
TEAM MAC OVERALL 
Miami 4-0 7-0-1 
Toledo 3-1 5-M 
Ohio University 3-2 5-J-0 
BOWLING GREEN M 4-44 
Kent State 1-2 s-S-0 
Western Michigan 0-S 3*0 
TOMORROW'S GAMES 
Arkansas State at BOWLING GREEN 
Central Michigan at Western Michigan 
Kent State at Miami 
Ohio University at Cincinnati 
Marshall at Toledo 
"Their defense is quicker 
than anyone we've played 
this season." Nehlen said 
"All of their down men 
(defensive linemen I are 
excellent ." 
Tackle Eddie Morgan, a 
6'3". 230-pounder, is the 
stalwart on the Indians' 
defensive line. 
"He (Morgan! is the best 
down lineman I've seen on 
film." Nehlen said. "He's a 
real beauty." 
ASU is not strictly 
defense-oriented It also has 
exceptional quickness 
offensively, and it features a 
very talented and versatile 
athlete   Sieve Hill k- 
BURKS IS listed as a 
quarterback, but Jim Flynn. 
who is a better passer, will 
probably be the Indians' sig- 
nal-caller But Burks will 
play somewhere-running 
back or wide receiver, in 
addition to punter 
Burks is reportedly being 
eyed by pro scouts as a 
potential wide receiver. At 
the present time, he is 
ASU's second-leading 
passer, third-leading runner, 
fifth-leading pass receiver 
and its top punter, averaging 
39 yards per kick. 
The Indians running 
game is spearheaded by 160- 
pound tailback Willie Harris 
and bruising fullback Stan 
Winfrey, also a pro 
prospect. 
"Harris, if he turns that 
corner, is gone He's a jet.'" 
Nehlen said 
"Offensively. they're 
similar to. say OU or 
Miami," Nehlen said "They 
have better overall team 
speed   than   anyone   we've 
played. And they have three 
or four individuals that are 
as good as any we've 
faced " 
As far as BG is concerned. 
Nehlen said his team is 
"pretty healthy."' but the 
past week's weather 
conditions hampered Falcon 
practices 
Bill Whidden is a question 
mark at defensive end. but 
he was listed questionabble 
last week and played the 
entire game If he does not 
play. Tom Spann will 
replace him 
IN THE secondary. 
Nehlen has shuffled some 
personnel Junior Sherrill 
Jackson will start in place dT 
Greg Davidson at free 
safety as the Falcons try to 
find the right combination in 
the defensive backf ield 
Dave Turner will start at 
strong safety, and freshman 
Greg Kampe could see some 
action at cornerback behind 
Tom Moriarty 
Offensively. Nehlen 
indicated that sophomore 
fullback Dan Saleet will play 
more this week 
"We'd like to have Dan 
and Vic (Bakunoff) split 
time at fullback Saturday 
Danny's really come on 
lately." the Falcon coach 
said 
The only questionable 
offensive performer is 
wingback John Boles, who 
has been sick all week and 
has not practiced If he 
cannot play, either Steve 
Kuehl or Jeff Robertson, 
both sophomores, will 
replace htm Junior Chuck 
Lindsey has also been 
working at wingback this 
week 
Ticket information 
Tickets for tomorrow's Bowling Green-Arkansas State 
football game will be sold until 5 p m today at the Memorial 
Hall ticket office Tickets are $1 50 for students. S3 for 
visiting students and $5 for adults. 
A student ID ticket exchange will begin Monday morning 
for next weekends home hockey series against Lake 
Superior Students holding hockey ID cards are guaranteed 
game tickets, provided they exchange by 5 p.m Tuesday 
Any unclaimed tickets will be sold or exchanged on a first 
come-first serve basis beginning Wednesday morning 
.Tickets are $1 for students and 82 for adults 
Hockey ID cards are now on sale at the Memorial Hall 
ticket office, priced at $7 each Students must show their fall 
quarter validation cards 
The Memorial Hall ticket office is open weekdays from 9 
a.m. until noon, and from 15 p.m. 
iff ark Glover 
Success depends on 'rookie' icers 
BULLETIN 
TV Falcsa leers lost their spuing gaate to Notre Dame 
last algst, S-t Mike Hartmaa scored the kaHJal BG gaal la 
the first perM wtta assists from Jack Laiae sad Byrea 
Shalt Hartmaa scared again la the third period after Nstre 
Dame tallies six ttmss to cliaek the victory. The Falessa 
will slay ibe Irish sgsks tsetgkt la a 7:M starter at the 
Csavscsttsa(ester IsSsataBead, lad. 
B»MsrkGlever 
Spans Editor 
No doubt about it. the Bowling Green hockey team is 
going to have a tough time this year. 
Last season, a terribly demanding schedule hurt the 
Falcons as they finished with a 20-19 overall mark and 
placed third in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association 
i CCH A i playoffs The schedule is more practical this year, 
but It is just as demanding In many respects. 
ALTHOUGH THE tough games are stretched out over a 
longer period of time, hockey squads like Notre Dame. 
Michigan State and St. Louis loom as huge roadblocks. Head 
Falcon coach Ron Mason believes a team should grow with 
its schedule, and growing up in this league will be rough. 
Actually, the same group of Falcon icers are back to face 
a year that should be similar to last season. 
Familiar names such as Bob Dobek. Brian Celentano* 
Kevin Mac Donald, Steve Ball and others are on the BG 
roster. Their experience from last year should prove to be 
valuable in this campaign. But that will not be enough. 
A talented crop of freshmen will be in the lineup this 
season. Their performances will make or break the Falcons. 
Three freshmen (Dave Easton. Steve Murphy and Mike 
Hartman) will center on three of the four Falcon offensive 
lines. The center is the keystone of any line. If be does not 
function well, neither will the wingers 
MASON MUST have confidence in these "rookies" to 
place them in such positions. All that remains is the acid 
test-game competition. 
Quite frankly, the BG skaters will be lucky to come out of 
this weekend's two-game series at Notre Dame with a split. 
However, it is more important for the freshmen centers, 
wingers and defensemen to get varsity game competition 
under their belts Once this happens, the Falcons have a 
whole five-month season in front of them This is more than 
enough time to rally for a good season. 
GRANTED, goaltending is the basis for a good or bad 
campaign, but the Falcons have two fine puck-stoppers in 
Mike Liut and Al Sarachman. I am confident these two 
talented goalies will have a fine year backed up by veteran 
netman Don Boyd 
It will be a solid crop of veterans and an untested crew of 
freshmen who determine the Falcon hockey fortunes in 1974- 
75. If the freshmen come through with clutch performances, 
and it is more than likely they will, the Falcons will surprise 
a lot of people. 
